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FOREWORD

The Air Cushion Landing Gear Feasibility Study reported herein was performed
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March 1967. The contract was initiated under Project No. 1369 Task No. 136907.

The work was carried through by Bell Aerosysterns Company, P.O. Box 1,
Buffalo. N.Y. 14240 (managed by T.D. Earl - Project Manager, Air Cushion Landing
Gear). The project was directed by the Air Foi ce Flight Dynamics Laboratory
(Aivara Petersons, Head, Landing Gear Group AFFDL and David J. Perez, Project
Engineer, Landing Gear Group AFFDL).

The project was initiated by an unsolicltcd proposal from Bell Aerosystems
Company (Report No. D7233-953001) and the present report carries the Bell Aero-
systems designation D7233-945001.

A 16 mm sound and color movie film of tests included in the work was produced.

Manuscript released by the author 15 March 1967 for publication as an RTD
Technical Report.

This technical repoi-t has been reviewed and i8 approved.

Aivars Petersonm

Acting Branch Chlef.
MechaniLal Branch
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory
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ABSTRACT

The system concept is described. It is a scheme to replace aircraft wheel gear
with; an annular jet air cushion. It embodies a large pneumatic bag or bags surround-
ing and beneath the fuselage. A continuous air feed from an on-board power source
maintains the bag inflated while producing a distributed jet flow at its base. The
escaping jets create a pressure beneath the aircraft whenever it is close to the take-
off or landing surface, and eliminate friction. Air clearance beneath the bags is
minimal, surface irregularities being tolerated by the resilience of the flexible mate-
rial itself.

The objective is to provide an improved tolerance to the takeoff and landing

maneuver and environment with ao compromise of flight performance.

"Ih-' study considers application to a C-119 twin boom flying boxcar - selected as
a suitable development aircFaft. Alternative configurations are analyzed, a single
main cushion of .;60 ft 2 area being preferred.

The work included tests of a 1/3 scale partial length model and a 1/12 scale
quasi-static wind tunnel niodel. The 1/3 scale partial model was tested on an hydrau-
lically powered whirling, arm rig to develop satisfactory retraction and determine
obstacle performance, energy absorption and damping. Neat retraction was achieved
using specially developed one way stretch elastic material. With representative
powering, the model was able to traverse a 10 inch full scale wall at 10 mph and up,
and cross a series of mounds up to 22 inches. Drop tests indicated the estimated
design vertical sink rate of over 20 ft/sec without wing lift would be achieved in the
fIlat attitude with critical damping.

The wind tunnel was tested over the moving ground at the NASA Langley

Research Center and successfully simulated landing and iakeoff maneuvers in response
to elevator control. The modei was free in pitch and heave. Free air drag of the
inflated bag was found to be the same as that of the extended wheel gear.

It is concluded that the landing and takeoff maneuver presents no special pro-
blems to takeoff rotation levntOr nnwer and that sepei-r "nergy abaor"•,, and
damping are available. Th, retraction method using elastic materl.al a•ppears to be
most promising. To the extent that this research covers the expected problem areas
the system feasibility is established.

1
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I. INTRODUCTION

A- SYSTEM CONCEPT

The Air Cushion Landing GEar Is a scheme to rcplacc, or in certain cases load

relieve aircraft wheel gear with an annular jet air cushion. As illustrated in Figure 1.

it embodies a pneumatic bag or bags mounted beneath and surrounding the fuselage.

A continuous air feed from an on-board power suurce maintains the bag inflated while

producing a distributed jet flow at its base. The escaping jets create a pressure In the

cavity contained by the bag beneath the aircraft whenever it Is close to the takeoff or

landing surface. Air clearance beneath the bags is minimal, surface Irregularities

being tolerated by the reslliunce of the flexible material itself. The Inflation pressure

is very low (330 lb/ft2). The bags are retractable "nd the entire system is expected

to be competitive with wheel gear in terms of weight and drag.

The objective is to provide an improved tolerance to the takeoff and landing

maneuver and environment with no compromise of performance and enable aircraft

to operate from any surface consistency, including water. It is in fact a soft landing

system with footprint pressure in the region of 1 to 3 lb/in.2

While offering significant other a( iantages associated with takeoff and landing

such as cross-wind capability, kneeling, distributed load, fast retraction, high energy

absorption and damping, and improved overland braking, the system is also expected

to result in improved operating economy. This Is because it will tend to allow a long-

er takeoff and landing run to be used in any given situation, due to the less stringent

field requirement and the forgiving nature cf the system. Given equivalence of weight

and drag, this will result in improved payload/gross weight.

The crucial effect of this factor Is well known and it can be shown that a 10%

increase In takeoff speed is likely to provide an economic impact as great as a 20%

Improvement in load fa,-tor. It is believed that this improved economy will be -om-

bined with increased capability and, therefore, indicates a large potential, both military

V tAnt*, S for .1c tA 6i3Dlen1i

B. TEST AIRCRA F1

The present study considers the application, of the system to a C-119. This

aircraft was selected as a suitable test bed for tue following reasons:

(a) It is a suitable size, large enough so that prototype application to a front

line logistic aircraft cs- follow directly.

(h) it is ideally configured. The wheel arrangement (retracting into twin booms)

is such that no alteration is necessary for teat purposes. The fuselage is

ntraoght stduid, fiat bottomed, roomy and structurally convenient, with a

minimum of services and equipment beneath the floor. Equipment relocation

is thus minimal.

1I
" -J --- "-___-- _ -_ '--_ ' _-_---- .r-- __--_____-'-='-- -_--''_ - -- _-__-_'_-__ ____- - "
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A number of alternative configurations for the air cushion were conbidered,
and three quite radically different arrangements were tested in the wind tunnel. The
beat of these for the C-119 application is considered to be thee single main cushion
using the elastic bag type trunk shown in Figure 2. Advantages and disadvantages of
the alternatives are discussed in Section I1. Th-e effects of varying the detail geometry
for the single main cushion with the reasons for t.lecting that illustrated are also
analyzed.

The power system is considered purely as a tetit bed aircraft installation. In an
operational application a compact auxiliary power package will be required such as
that illustrated in Figure 3 which represents a C-130 as a tI pical operational appli-
cation. In this case, for the C-119 test aircraft, test convenience is the only tritel ton
and no effort was made to design a compact power package. However, alternative
powerpiants were considered using different engines and different types of fans and
these installations give an idea of the tradeoff between system weight and size with
cushion performance. The best systein for the test aircraft If considered to be as
shown in Figure 4, which uses twin T58-10 gas turbines driving backwtcd-curved
centrifugal fans. This constitutes overpowering the system in terms of a probable
operational installation, which is a desirable feature for the test aircraft, enabling the
effect of power on system performance to bW determined fully. However, except for
general deper.dability, selection of a particular pcwerplant and fan Is not critical to the
development program.

C. WIND TUNNEL MODEL

Tests were conducted on a 1/12 scale quasi-dynamic model of the C-1I9 fitted
with air cushlon landing gei~r. Figure 5 shows the model in the i-w speed soction of
the NASA Langley 7 ft x to ft tunnel where the tests wsre run, uning the moving ground
(a continuous belt) ab the takeoff and landing surface. "rho to•_f F ,:t4:" n cf ;;crf'Grn, n

ing actun: takeoffs and latidihg; with the model, into which air for !he air cushion was
piped alorg the oti.,g from ani external source. The model watv pitched by its own re-
motely controlled elevator ,t was also free to slide some eight inch..:s up the vertical
mounting post, clear of the gtound, but It was !.txed in yaw, roll and In the side to side
and fore awd aft directions. Thus, the technique was to start with model resting to the
ground; Infate the air cushion, brlnglng the model up to about 30 Inches full scale
height In hover and friction free on the surface; bring the ground bolt ati- tunnel velo-
city up to the takeoff speed In a level attitude; and operate the elevator in Pmall Incro-
ments to raise the noae when the .n-.--'l wou"*A take ik' amoudily mml |cave the ground
in a simulated takeoff. For landing, tunnel and bolt spoods were roduce•d with the
model at a suitably high angle of attack until thy model sank back to thu ground on the
rear of the air bag und the nose was then lowered by elevator controi In a simulated
landing.

Measurements of lift, drag, elevator augle, pitch attitude, height 1au1d proesures
were made and are analyzed In a subsequent section. The tente were nuccemsjful, aHnd
provide proof that the ntorrial takeoff and landing maneuver will ii.t he corproinised
by the sir cushion despito some deficiencies it model Thaiactoristlun. Takeoffs and
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landings were made down to approximately 1.05 times the power-off stalling speed.
The In-flight drag of tha Inflated bAg was fI'wid to be similar to that of the extended
wheels. However, the total of profile and momentum drags is larger, resulting in a
reduced climb angle with the bag Inflated. This Im offset by the fast retraction nvail-
able with the bag system, plus the extra thrust avullable from diverting the air
cushion flow.

D, WHIRLING ARM MOD)EL

The objectives of the whirling arm model teats were to develop matisfactory
retraction, determine behavior In crossing selectod obrtsolos and evaluate one rgy
absorption and damping. The model tk shown in Figure 6 mounted on the whirling arm,
with the trunks Inflated, while Figure 7 It a general view of the whirling arm and
obstaoles showing the modal resting on thc groind with the trunks deflated.

The model repreaento a wingtip float suitable for C-110 Inutulution, and alsG
represents approximately a 4/10 length main xir cushion at 1/3 scale. Air for thu
cushion is provwited by a special hydraulloally driven cuntrifugal fan, hydraullo power
being provided through swivel Joints at the hub of the rotating arm, The model is
uiounted on parallel links to be freu to rise and fall but it otherwise restrained. The
arm in rotated by a small hydraulic motor driving z pnetimatic tire In Contict with
the ground.

Prior to whirl testing. meamurements of ouwslhon pressure, trunk pressure, and
Ian rpin were med and the model performance was related to these and to the model
weight. For drop tesU, measurements Included a continuous record of height,
cushlon prasera and vertical avucloratiora vmer v th.
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U. SYSTEM DESIGN AND ANALYSIS

A. AIR CUSIBON CONFIGURATION

A wide range of air cushion landing gear configurations is possible. For the

C-119, which to some extent was chosen for this reason, they are confined to arrange-
ments beneath the fuselage, which is considered best because then the system hardly
interferes with the aircraft aerodynamics.

The area available beneath the fuselage limits the n'aximum area of air cushion.

There are two excellent reasons why the maximum possible area should be used:

(a) Cushion pressure wlil be minim.zed and jet height (to which
terrain performance is related for a given type of air cushion)
will be mElrnized for given power. Jet height will be shown to
vary as cushion preamure to the power of 1.5 so that loading
has a strong effect on jet height.

(b) Over water wave drag is inversely proportional to area times
length. Since increasing cushion length also increases urea,
for given width drag is proportional to length squared, which is

again a very strong effect. It is desirable to be able to show an
overwater capability for the C-119 not so much from the view-
point of actual overwater testing as that it should, as a test air-
craft, represent a typical operational application. For an
operational aircraft, an amphibious capability, if not accomparnied
by the usual weight and drag penalty, will almost certiinly be

required.

Properties required of the air cushion trunk are as follows:

Retractability
Durability
Ease of Braking

m w,-....eigh.
Flexibility (for performance)
Simplicity (for low cost)
Stability

Consideration of the above factors has led to the selectioo of the single maximum area
bag type trmnk, using one way stretch elastic retraction as the preferred configuration.
The present study has shown this configuration to be feasible. However, other con-.
figurations having significant advaotage have been studied. A comparison is made in
Table I.
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Three-view drawings were made of the first four configurations, drawing num-
bers D7233-099004, D'1233-099005 and D7233-099006. reproduced In this report as
Figures 2, 8, and 9. Figure 61 illustrates configuration 5. Configurations 1, 3 and 5
were tested in the wind tunnei.

It will be aeen from these drawings that all the bag trunk configurations are
parallel aided with toroidal ends and have the same cross section under 1 g load, this
cross section being maintained through any plan radius at the ends. The detail design
of the trunk is discussed in the next section. The trunk design is a new one, of a type
not previously tried. It is, however, derived from the typical annular jet bag trunk
which itself replaced the earlier complek ribbed trunk in air cushion vehicles. These
different approaches are compared In Figure 10.

The cross-section shape of the bag trunk at 1 g load is determined by the selec-
ted cushion pressure/jet pressure ratio and by the length and center position of the
outer radius. The way these variations affect the cross-section shape Is shown in
Figure 11. The recommended design cross-section ii; the top figure in each block.
In this case the fuselage is supported at the same groujnd clearan.ce and attitude as it
is on the wheels. The variations dhown are all practical. Comments ore 'is follows:

In the case of increasing I 1 the increased trunk depth provides a longer stroke
for energy absorption without excccnsive g (!.e. a softer system) at the expense of
material weight. The inflated/deflated ratio tends to reduce slightly with increasing
depth until the trunk inner attachments coincide in the middle whey it starts to incre-se
3barply. (Figure 11 (a)).

Increasing trunk pressure (Pj) increases static roll stability and energy absorp-
tion but reduces terrain capability. Below Pe/Pj = 0.4 stretch inereasne markedly
(Figure 11 (b)).

Raising the aircraft out of the trunk as shown In Figure 11 (c) increases trunk
depth in the beat way and spreading the trunk as shown in Figure 1: (d) is effective
in increasing roll stiffness and cushion area trid reducing wave drag. In the former
case If thq upper attach point starts around the radius the irflated/deflated ratio in-
creasos very rapidly.

Analysis and tests diccunsed in tJ'e following sections indicate that the selected
design point Is the most n,•ltable compromise for the test lnstallation,

B. TIUNK DESIGN AND ELASTIC ANALYSIC-

1. Description

The detail trunk design is illustrated on drawing No. D7233-188001 (Figure
12). This cross-section is maint:tined arouLd the entire bag circumforencc. The
elastic material specified is a four-ply sheet of one way stretch. Rt consists of four

13
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Air Flow
____________-Closely Spaced

I Ribs RequiredS~~To Maintain .

Shape !:

This Design Provided a Well Directed
';Annular Jet in a Flexible

Oue alStructure. The Many Ribs
And Bonded Joints Required

Inner Wall ;Introduced Local Stiffness
"With Resultant Wear and

"77-7"- 777 "Damage

Diaphragm Necessary to
Prevent Straight Side
From Billowing

(a) Original USN SKMR-• Trunk

BgTrunk
./ 1This Design Provided Improved

Clearance and Performance
"Avoiding the Above Objections.

•l• JCorners Were Used.

PC Chains

Nozzle Structure

(b) Developed SKMR-1 Design

Sgle Bcag Withee The C-119 Air Cushion Landing
Local Air Feed Gear Design Avoids a Nozzle

/tructure But Has Lower Jet
.Nozzle Hcght. The Ends are Toroidal

E Eliminated by and Local Stiffness Corners
PC Distributed Jet Are Eliminated. It is Cleanly

-7 - 7 Retractaule

(c) C-119 Air Cushion Trunk

Figure 10. Comparison of Trunk Designs
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R 1 - 30 in.
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pPe to 278-Ism. 0.6
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(a) Variation of Rf (b) VWriatlon of R 1A2

3 i 00 In.
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(c) Variation of hRl (d) Variation of dR

Figuie 11. Section Geomnetry Variations
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NOTE: For assembly inain sheet Is stretched
across fuoelage to deflated p sitloa.
(Approximately 10 lb/on. legth pre-

load.) Body attachments are Installed

m"/d center panel Is then cut out.

4Appqrox. 0.10 wall Dfae
fA thickness between l~l

treads (Ret). position

89.0
- Pneumatic manifold to

mhutti, valve In cabin
x (see inboard profile)

/10 oz/ sq yd nylon- 60 in. r&d struck from g
neoprene clothtagndtu(Ie)
vulcanized at jointstnen aum(e)

* envelope-type ends and manifold
C C CC.I vulvmanized to valve flaps In flat (V

/~ ~ \ ~ /~ configuration.
\/ C, Valve flaps -060 duromonetr neopt

. layer of 5 oz/sq yd nylon bonded
'~~ -\C in slaok conditiorn with SM EXC. 13

S<, •1.70"
~~ Trea

View on "All of
hole pattern In
tread oyoldlzygs.

,, 5 azv 12. Cms6 Stiou of C-119 AU C....on sIgn.(j
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Horizontal Dattvu

Body vide attachment 2.5 feet above .
Deflated (flpt) horieontal daitum similr to typical
poitLion inner attachment showL.

69.0 in. to A/C j Inflated shape at muxlmumn

design gross weight.

truck from ground Oround tangent - 30.0 In. rad. (1Re2)

(Ref). datum

sq yd nylon-neopreDe cloth, Mali trunk •sheet - make from 3 -
manifold comnections lojis of etrotch tuaterialventer

Ia. in flat (valve closed) pawle 80 inches wide, outer pans

72 inch*e wide. Joints to be ecarfed,a•mter neoprene Oil sinln~e codbnead oth

ylon bonded to main sheet o bQUd~d ad ,tit¢hed.
th 3M E.C. 1300 or similar.

BJoint 
-

Stitch Line Jo

Part section showing valve closed.

S.- Side end end treade urethane/nylon

cord moldligs. Paralili identical
side sections. Six special ends.

Moldod in deflatld shape showi above.
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sheets of nylon fabric (Stern and Stern type A5063) with natural rubber layers sand-
wiched between each sheet. The outside is coated with Neoprene. The purpose of this
construction is to combine the characteristics of the individual components for an
ideal composite. Thus:

(a) The nylon is woven with coiled fill .hreads and has an elongation
of approximately 300% (4 : 1) before the threads are straightened.
It stretches very easily to this point (a mechanical extension)
after which it has considerable ultimate load capacity. Load capa-
city at full stretch and tear resistance are the properties provided.

(b) The natural rubber provides the best possible elastic behavior.
:Numerous synthetics have been considered but comparable elas-
ticity is very hard to find.

(c) The neoprene provides environmental .protection for the natural
rubh•ar and being more plastic Is better as an outside coat. The
"natural rubber has more tendfncy te develop local high stress
and break into holes. Random breakdown inside the sheet is not
objectiionable. In normal stretch both rubber and neoprene will
easily elongate 700%.

The material sp'ecified is not considered ideal. It is believed that substantial
Improvements in tear strength and stregt/weight ratio will be made. However, it
is available ated suitable for the test aircraft. Its elastic characteristic and ultimate
strength are shown in Figure 13. The working point is also indicated. This to found
from

. T P PRI

3= 3 x 30 69.3 lb/in.
-14-4

The trunk sheet is made from two pieces of 72 inch wide material and one piece
30 inches wide. 'lhe complete single sheet is a rectangle measuring 14.5 t 45 ft.
before assembly. The 72 inch wide material it the coated width. Procurement of
14.5 ft. wide material is not possible. The pylon material Is only available 12 inches
wide. (It is woven wide and contracts after being removed from the loom). Thus
each ny-lo, ply in the 6 foot material is made from 6 widths stitched at the selvedges.
The total cost of the hasic trunk sheet is estimated to be in the order of $5000.

Th. elastic material is not designed to withstand wear. To provide durability
a tread section Is attached to the sheet. This extends from the ground tangent inwards
and outwards to protect the area where the bag may contact the ground. This is a
urethane accordion molding made in sectlas and stitched through the trunk sheet.
The stitch lines lie along the warp of the basic trunk including at the ends; the accor-
dion foids being aligned with the sretch direction at all times. Each hoop of the
molding Incorporates a slant orifice so that a distributed inward facing Jet pattern is
sotablished over a wide area These orifices register with boles in the trunk sheet

19
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on in.qation. At the edges of the molding a strong riveted and bonded joint As
made.

The reasonis for this jet pattern are as follows:

(a) Discrete holes are used to avoid the need for bridging a slot
with ties. It is not po~sible to achieve equivalent flexibility
with slots whose edges must be stiffened tn take bendhitg load.
Furthermore, at the ends, the slots (which must lie in the
stretch direction) would not be peripheral. It is feasible to
consider a built-up nozzle structure on the outside of the bag
but this is complex, causes retracted drag and interferes
with retraction. Additionally It must be backed by large holes
in the basic sheet is excessive pressure drop i, to be avoided.

(b) Rather than a single line of discrete holes at the ground tangent
the jets aiue spread inwards for two reasons: first to provide
optimum Lir lubrication; second to avoid local suction forces
leading to dynamic instability and ground resonance.

If the aircraft pitch or roll attitude is changed without alteration of cushion
pressure such as will deflect the cushion outwardly and maintain an air clearance,
then the trunk will flatten in ground contact. It has been found from tests that this
contact area can be reliably "air lubricated", to avoid friction drag. The trunk pres-
sure is realized on the outside between the sheet and the ground, abrupt pressure drop
occurring at the flattened edges; to the inside to cushion pressure and to the outside
to atmosphere. The membrane is not pressed onto the surface. The most effective
"air--lubrication" is obtained with a distributed jet.

In the second place dynamic insta•hility ° =,^Ly inibited by havlg the jet
pattern dispersed away from the ground tangent. The reason for thit is further dis-

cussed in Section U.F.

For Lraking, cushion pressure Iz destroyed and the weight transferred by direct
contact of the tread with the ,ound over a wide area. At gross weight the contact
area is approximately 140 ft giving an average contact width of about 20 inches,
ha.lf the tread width in the inflated condition. To eliminate cushion pressure and
maintain the bag inflated the nozzles must be closed. This Is accomplli-hed by the
Pneumatic v.lve sy-stem &hOwn. Each row of norzle holes is blanketed by a long
peripheral strip, bonded to the inside wall. These are made of natural rubber. On
the inside face of each strip thin-walled tubes of coated material are bonded across
the width of the strip. These tubes are suitably manifolded to a moderate pressure
air supply - in this case engine bleed air aad when inflater., lift the flaps to open the
nozzles and form tha air cushion.

_____ 21
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=-- • 2. Assembly Method

The complete nozzle and tread system is attached to the trunk sheet before
assembly. To accomplish assembly the outer edges of the trunk sheet at thc sides are
attached to heavy rails which are jacked close to either side of the aircraft. This pro-
vides the required preatretch, which is 10 lb/in. The total lift on each rail is approxi-
mately 5000 pounds. The side and inner attachments (illustrated in Figure 12) are
then made. The inner attachment line lies outside the center panel of the trtwk sheet
along the sides. Thus the side portions of the trunk are effectively of one piece con-
struction. After assembly the center panel inside the attachment ifi cut out and dis-
carded. Seams Joining the panels only appear at the ends as shown in the following
sketch of the trunk sheet.

.1_ _• 45 ft

Inner Attach Line

14.5 ft . .... ._i ear •

S..... :: ,.;Oute Attach Lin
Trunk Sheet

Because the mnaterial does not stretch in the fore and aft direction, it must he pulled
I ~ towards the center at the ends to provide spare material. before making the attach-

ment. This is accomplished by wrinkling the sheet laterally before prestretch aud!

fixing local clamps on the wrinkles on the outside. The required longitudinal con-
traction is accomplished by block and tackle connecting the end clamp and the end

Lttachmentp are then made. T'bs contraction causes the material to lie in a few
tight lateral folds at the ends outoklie the tread ,lection when deflated. The effect can
be seen on the 1/12 scale model photograph of Figure 14. This shows the C-119
lower IfIage W-W 1i1 with an elastic sheet attached to it adjusted to give a regular in-
flated shupe.

Good progress towards the development of the tread and elastic material at
C-119 scale has beon made by bell Aerosystems In an Independent Research and
Development program. A small portion of this type of molding roughly bonded to a
four-ply piece i. shown in Figure 15 slack and in Figure 16 stretched to a load of
70 lb/in. Satisfactory performance from the type of nozzle valve incorporated in the
design has also been obtained in tests.

22
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Figure 15. Tread Specimen Contracted
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It Is seen from Figure 13 that the ultimate strength of the material is
greater thaii the &&d~ni: ~ iwuion by a iactor of 3.5. This in satis-
factory, however thrse-dlimnsmionaliy the tension is not constant. due to the etfect of
hoop stress, at the ands. An analysis of local stress In the material, landIng to a
method of Integrating material stretch at all potnts to f~4stack ahepe to given in the
following parbfP apb.-

3. Stress Anaby~lm

The tension at a pois P anywhere on the surface of a thin toroidal shell
(Figure 17) is considered In two parts; that due to hoop stress which acts in the hori-
zontal plane sad that due to merldlonai stress which acts in tbe vertical plane passing
through the axis of the torus.

Because of the cushion pressure the resulting toroidal end is lop-sided, the
inzer radius being doubts the outer radius. However, the abrupt change In meridional
section radius is coaxed by an abrupt cbeage in pressure differential across the mem-
brane so that there Is no discontinuity In tension at the ground tangent,

The hoop and ineridlanal tensions have been developed in Reference 1. By
considering an element of the memabrane. It Is shown that hoop tension

No-2

Where R, to the meridional radius, in this case the outer radius is used so that p is
the trunk pressure above ambient.

Meridional tcnsion Is variable, being moiftifed by the hoop tension

f%(r+b) (2

10

Note that this expressioni becomnes pH1I (the two-dimensional value), when r 0b.

The two tenstrias both have a component in the lateral direction and can be
resolved and s~mmed t,, fin the total lateral tension at p as follows (see Figure 18).

p pR r +b

L.
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Maximum stress is found to occur on the inner attachment line at the ends and is
eaual to 1.4 times the two-dinenRionni vnhiup 'lhii the~ ultim~ate 1nni~ fantcr forv the
present material is reduced to 2.5 at this local point. Minimum stress occurs at Lhe
outer attachment point at the ends, and is approximately half the two-dimiensionalIivaue4. Deterrmination of Slack Shape

Týhe two-dimensional geometry having býeen determined (Station A) a series
of lateral sections (Station B, C, D etc.) are drawn, the sectlo~n at any radius being
the same m~ A or part of A if interrupted by the body (Figure 1ý1.. Because of the
symmetry these station lines are a1so buttock lino~s save where 'the body limits them
differently. For convenience buttock sections may also be drawn in the side elevation.
The stations lie goneralHy in the stretch direction. For a series of points on each
station, both rc an" the angles 9 , Y and I/ c:an be measured; b is constant. Thus
the tinsion at any point can be calculated. Using the material characteristic (conven-

* lently shown In the form of Figure 19)*, the slack/stretched ratio at any !ocint is then

The area under this curve is a first approximation c.f station length.

Similarly by partial integration the slack length to any chosen position on the
-approximnate inflated lengrth can be drawn for each station (Figure 21).

The inflated station lines will not retract as straight lines qt the same longi-
tudinat position on thte slack sheet. However, the slack buttock iines, which lie plumb
in the non-stretch direction as straight threads and may be assumed not to change irn
leEngth can now btu drawn on the inflated shape arnd the-ir junction line with tb fi~selage
so dete~rminad. For convenience, the inflated lei-gth along any station is plotted
against the buttock distance x (inflated). Figure 22.

Suitable slack buttock I-tnes are laid on Figure 21 and the inflated lengtn
*is used to enter Figure 22 and find Vie inflated buttock distance x The Black but-

tock line lenr~na are dexe.-mined 1w measurement of the surface distance on ;i tJhrer
dimensional mold of the inflated shape. The total length of these lines from station
A fore or aft now enables an approximate slack shape to be determined. (Figure 2'J).
Also the posit~on of each paint .:an be registered with its corresponding point on the>1 bedy.

Since the slack butto'ck lites are assumed not to stretch, the position of
particular stretch threads or slack station lines can now be drawn more accurately
at chosen intervals from station A along these lines. It wil I hc seen that an iterative
procedure ljas ri-ow been ieveiuped since thu tension aiong the stretch thread Call nOW
be recalculated to reposition the slack buttock lines, etc.

SThis Is a two-ply material characteristic. Two-ply was used for the whlr~lr~g arm
model which is !/i3 scale to the C-119,
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Figure 20. Slack/Inflated Ratio versus Inflated Length
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The first approximation of this method was applied to fabricate the 1/3
•Rele ..... mc,• -+,,,._ -. wt•,ar. "o• - Ii provide excess material In the diagonal corners ofthe sheets as indicated on Figure 23. Further analysis Including the effect of hoop
tension carried along the parallel sides. which has an influence on sthetch not con-

ainered bare, ie considered to be valuable. An aocurate method of shapee prediction

is strongly needed. Such analysis also provides considerabe understanding of the
elastilc retraction mechanism.

C. P3'WEPING, AIRFLOW AND JET HEIGHT

1. General

Iii Air Cushion Vehiclea experience it is found that the capability of a par-
ticular design employing a given trunk design is related to the "air clearance" or
"Jet helght'.

General observation of eomparative vehicle behavior also indicates that
cushion systems having poor basic jet height efficiency (high cushion exhaust dis-
charge coefficient) lose performance less rapidly over rough surfaces. Such a case
is the plain plenum chamber configuration. It may be said that as roughness increases

so that Ia&rge local irregular venting passages are formed beneath the bottom of the
skirt or 4' .nk, '11 configurations tend to behave like the plenum chamber.

On these grounds it is reasoned'ie to assume that if a theoretica, jet height i
similar to thoce currently in use on ACV's is provided, in this case, satisfactory
performance will be achieved. The design jet height to be chosen will be the minimum
at which tolerable performalce to moderate speed has been achieved on ACV's - two
to three inches. In the case of the air cushion landing gear the jet height will increase
markedly with speed because wing lift will reduce cushion pressure upon which jet
height depends strongly.

A method for calculating jet height will first be presented after which the
performance of alternative conf.grations wiH be anaiyzed.

2. Cushion Flow and Powering at Low Jet Height

At moderate jet height, 1.6., where the jet height is at least twice the annular
nozzle gap it has commonly beer, aufficient to assume that nozzle jet velocity from
which mass flow is computed is average between the inside and outside of the jet.
Thus flow is given by

Q ~~(P- _)XSN
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Where Q In the volume flow, P. p are jet end cushion Pr.ssure -4 s t

6t low jet heig;hlt tb anburpLton brerks dcwn beca-ise It is based on a con-
stant jet width, which Is not realistic. •Panr example at zere jet height where the flow
is cut off a4ogetber and p - P the abovb formula gives a flow

For low jet height calculations it ts necessary to have a more realsalc
performance method. In the present analysis a simple Dlow niodei is Asatimed whlu
provides a rasonal method of calculating flow down to the cub, ohf roint. New *rivs-
tions of cushion pressure recovery an well as flow and pow%. parbanetore are rnuie.
The alternative formula for c"ahion pressure rec.-very agress ex.icdy with the pre-
vlous method at 450 jet angle, but a satisfactory ap.-oximattoi to flcuw and hora--:
power at low jet height is not combined with It.

A geometry which allows for Oe thickness of the jet escaping along the
ground to be a decreasing fraction of the Arzxle Sap is used. Tbin t9 defined and com-
pared with the previous assurmptlon In th_.Vo dIM451slo.a f sOs ebown Jn
Figure 24.

The following assumptions are made.

Rt go V R
tO gO . . . "" " '

The ground jet has uniform velocity Vj.

From the geometry:

hzh +gsinG

00R •(I+ sin 0) + t°0 t

h +gsin9-t +t
Whence, R = 0 o ,

h -t
Also; R 0 0

0o 1 + sin
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Alternatively a nondi.n-ensional flow parameter may be ivaed

Q X /' P t
C x k C-C

-- g x/2p% -~ g

Since pc/Pj is a function of h/g, awm t/g is g!ven in Figure 25 the ]RHS of this equa.-
tion is known. Using the foliowing evaluation it is plotted versus h/g in Figure 23.

The flow curve which results from the average assumption x (P S) xS
io also shown for comparison.

Cushion Pressure Recovery

dp P U -2(P P)

dg R R
-2(Pj - p) (1 + sin 0 )

h +gsin a -t +t
0 0

Whence,

PC °dp 90 t-g (1 +sin 6? d

log(i- -9~2(1+sl .)o (1 t *gsn )
,oo( Po p f t0+g o/o +_ a

and therefore P, -2( 1 + sin

iI Pc =~~ f~o'go+t/g I t/o sn

..................................... (5)

mR which may be compared v,'!t- the standard expreesson:PCge2gh(. sin )

SPc1- -p e

and is fourn to give a nearly identical result for - 450 when .the t/g reatonship

from Figure 25 is used. Equation (5) is also plrtted for 3 = 450 in Figure 26.
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Jet Horsepower

Neglecting compress.bilit3, jet horsepower is given by
o . Pj

hj- 550

To show the variation of power with jet height a nondimensional power para-

meter is used.

550 hp
22=f (h/g)

This is plotted !n Figure 27. The variation Is nearly linear in the range
h/g 3 to 8. Below and above these heights more horsepower is required for Mi
equivalent jet height. This effect is better illustra-ed by plotting the variation of the
h:rsepower to jet height ratio:

550 hpI
5 hp f (h/g) ........ (6)
c.h.pc 

2

Also since the cushion pressure ratio is the more fundamental design criterion
particularly for bag trunks where the basic ratio chosen so strongly affects trunk
shape, stability, energy absorption, etc., the above horsepower jet height non-
dimensional ratio is preferrably shown versus cushion pressure ratio as in
Figure 28.

3. Basic Configuration Jet Height Analysis

For the basic configuration, the following parameters apply (See

Figure 2).

W = 60,000 lb S = 360.5 ft 2
C

c = 80.8 ft 2

60,000 lb represents a maximum gross weight condition. A minimum test weight
of approximately 47,500 pounds is feasible. The system will be designed for 60,000
pounds but to determine static performance at lighter weight and to show the effect
of wing lift on jet keight, thir will be evaluated over the complete weight range. The
design point case Is treated first:
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PC, lb/ft2 166.5

pc/P 0.5

P j, lb/it 2  333

19 hp./hcPc 3/2 (Figure 28) 0.5

hp /h , hp/ft 4560

R /P/2)/(C.g.,//P (Figure 26) 1.22

Q/g 37,200

h/g (Figure 26) 5.0

Q/h, ft 3/sec/ft 7450

Two power units have been considered. One is based on the use of one

T-57 of 1540 bhp and the other on two T-58/10 of 1400 hp each. In both cases an
overal! efficiency of 0.7 to convort brake horsepower is assumed. This factor
accouni-. fol fan adiabatic efficiency, fan entry and diffuser loss and trunk entry port

loss.

Jet height is plotted against horsepower and flow in Figure 29. This is the

theoretical annular jet daylight clearance (an alternative term) with 450 inward facing

jet slot. In practice the true annular jet with 450 inward facing jet achieves about 85%

jet height efficiency. The present trunk design with distributed jets is not expected

to achieve more than 50% jet height efficiency. These three jet heights of interest are

tabulated as follows for the two alternative power systems, together with flow and

equivalent annular nozzle gap and flow rrea.

One T-67 Two T-58/10

Thieoretical annular h1  2.85 in. 5.20 in.

Prac-tical annular jet h. 2.42 in. 4.42 in.

Estimated distributed jet h1  1.425 in. 2.60 in.

FkA', ft 3/sec 1780 3250

Equivaient gap, 0.5i In. 1.04 In.

Net iozzle area, ft 2  3.84 7.0
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ITwo T-58/10
-- •I / -_

5

C-119 60,000 lb G.W. I
PC/P 0.5

Air Flow

One T-67 Jet Ho rse -
"o power

o-
2/ -

IA I L---

0 1000 2000 300040
Cushion Airflow - ft 3 sec

0 1000 2000

Jet Horsepower

Figure 29. C-119 Horsepower, Flow and Jet Height
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Tre prac~ical annulai jet height, : .42 inches is considered adequate. However, for
test purcEcs the ample power nr( v'i&,- by the Y--58 engines is attractive. It is con-
siOe(ed rhat these two power systems :ffectively illtstrate alternat've possibilities.
Hc•,v,, Iut•L of obsutLuccnt turbines or even piston engines is not ruled out.

'_he v_-rirti;.-i of jet height with weight will be illustrated :t the lower
p out:- le; '. Stirltt Lhc vriation at constant engine throttle setting is required but
'or cmpl!icity eziistlant iet horsepower will be zsed. The reduction In cushion pressure

with weight Is mc40-id bhy the change In bag shape which occurs as pc/P 1 changes so
that iteration foi cuihbijo P-ea is required. The bag also changes shape slightly be-
cause the miaterial tension 'nereases uad alters the length. These axe minor effects
but are accaunted for in the following mid-weight calculation.

W lb 30,000

W/S (Rt 60,600 Ib) lb/ft2  - L3
C 2

P ,lb/ft 90

P. 321

pC/o 0.28

R 1 /R 2  0.72

hpj 1,080

Q ft 3/sec 1,845

hIg 10.6

Nozzle area remains unchanged at 3.64 ft2. Cushion area (Sc) is assumed to be re-
duced in proportion to the inward movement of the ground tangent at the sides. The
two cross sections are compared in Figure 30. Notice that tension increase is 10%
resulting in a 6% extension. (See Figure 13.) Also as jet height increases there is
a slght Increase in cufshiun flow and reduction of pressure at constant jet horse-
power.

Jet height Is plotted over cushion lift In Figure 31.

4. Alternate Configurations

a. Dual Cushion with Tip Floats

The purpose of the dual cushion arrangement is to increase pitch stiff
ness and ease takeoff rotation, the two cushions effectively performing the functions AA
the airc *aft's main and nose gear. Since it is found from test that the s.,gle cushio- I
has adeqtate stiffness and does not appear to have a rotation problem, the simplck
single cushion is preferred. As is seen from Figure 9, the total cvushior. area ýs
271 + 87 -- alnost the same as the basic version. Jet height performiace will te
very similar and requires no separate evaluation.

47
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(a) 60,000 lb R2 = 60 in..pcCP 0.5 2 0=157.3 in.

69.5 lb/in. 60

P.333 lb/ft2

hTH =2.85 in.

do 69 in.
P 166.5 lb/ft 2

(b) 30,000 lb
P c/Pj =0.28 1 167.5 in.

o = 77 lb/in.

R 48 in.

S~hT 6.10

Z 
TH in.

Figure 30. C-119 Baste Trunk Sections
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This version Includes he wing tip air cushion floatb which were one
of the bases for the whirling arm modei design. These are "o" Included o.- tLh basic
version because they are now thought to be unnecessary over !and and if required

for overwater do not need to be In air cushion form. if required, it is thought they
should ve powered to achieve the same type of performance as the main cushion at
a load equivalent to a maximum side gust rtlling moment. Rolling moment for f.
side gust is estimated subsequently(in Section IL.E.1 (c.f.)), to be 42,500 lb/ft.
The floats are positioned 38.8 ft from the center line. Thus, the required load =

42,500/38.8 = 1090 lb. The tip float area is 16.6 ft 2 and perimeter is 14.7 ft
(Figure 8). Cushion pressure is 1090/16.6 - 65.8 lb/ft2 . In the case of the tip float
theru is no requirement for roll stiffness and little advantage in having high energy
absorption. On the other hand a soft bag will give the beet terrain performance.
Since a soft bag can be used the jet height will be arbitrarily reduced from 2.85 to
2.0 inces. A pc/Pj for optimum power to Jet height can be chosen. From Figure 28
at FJPj 0.73

3/2
19 ip /, c p 0.44

hp1 0.1.4 xP1.7"x540

h 19 x

15.3 hp /lncb

For 2.0 Inch hj, bhp - 40,6 Psautnln, an -- vers)i c!Lcicncy ,f"' 0.7-1. A hfglhrt ovori-H
efficiency Is taken In this cane s!nce it is aarjumr,) the fan wit'l he positiorted In .1q
f!roif' 4ihAn &!,L JI4F4;C r. -V iL ,~V.ý PIt v~uiMix6ed Wit.) Ifpels pump; on
each main pIxwor unit.

b. IlfOf Lngtt, Main Cusbic'u with No:iF Plieiui,

Thl ccn.rlu,ýur3ton (Filguri 9; ts oroparad w~th tik baolc ve.alon fit-ft
to find the rower ro:ulrcd for equIv'ni-it perforwaace anrd j)tt height. The maler.
cunhion i centoroo at t.e,) nrsin wiv.-l I,%catlon arA for the rolalvely uinor Support
roquiree at tho noso whuel location a shmpio plenum - indloponrionly p-lwered -- !:I
uFnod. for load distritputioyn th-, forward c.g. catw fit fonsidemred (20"! &1.f, c.g.
poiltlonos 1 sniO 3, evo Uidvrontin 2 p. 17e). "ltwr tiking Ynoir:.otitt about tke ;:.g.
(Figure V).

3 3,x4il .
,1>.;33.f-[• xf7,

T1hus LN - 0.12.1 ()0,0()0- -N

1, - 0050 LM - 63,450
NM

S50Lt ..... m... ......... t f
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We also have S = 166.3 (main)c

c = 46.9 (main)

S = 20.8 (nose)c

c - 16.2 (nose)

The same cushion trunk pressure ratio will be used.

Pc lb/ft2 = 321

P lb/ft2  = 642

hp,/h =6160

For the nose plenum the fan outlet pressure will be taken to be 1.20
time3 plenum pressure. Fan sizing will niot be conaridered.

p lb/ft2 = 314

PF lb/ft2 = 377

V ft/pee = 513 ( /v2 pc/ P

Vi is based on the planirm pressure Flow In reltied tn jet height.

Qw8V Cvh c V (7)
j D

Where CD is a discharge coofficient frr the air exhaust bereath the bottom of the
skirt. Thi is a s'lgle-asied shkrp edged orifice and an average value between that
applicable tc a three-dimensional nharp-edged orifice and 1.0 Is used. The annular
Jet may also be considered tou h:,vo an effeCtive discharge coefficient, variable with

p_/Pj. The above equation connecting Q and CD may be wzitton

Fromr. Figure 26 tOA function rye which Is pluttd over h/g may be

dividod by h/g to obtain an equivaluit discharge cocficlient for the annuiar Jet, andJ
expresbed as a function of pc/P .

Figure 32 then represonts a compariton of plenum chambor and
st..lular Jet 'n a dioe-harge coofficloit basis and It ig aeon that for the case In ipoint

5 1
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1.0

Estimated Flen. M (a) Variation

Ch•,,'; V~ae • with Pressure0.9 ... /

"-'-_ __"-Ratio Across
Or if ice

CD Sharp Edged

CircularSonic

p. 
Ratio

0.7

1.0 0.9 0.e .-.7 0.6 0.5

0,7 P2 /P

(b) Equivalent

0.6 Annular
Jut

- Practical
,. A . 1. T..4 I

0 .5 
-

-•

0.4

0.3
Thboretical -- '

Annular Jet

0.2
1.0 0.9 0.A 0.7 0.6 0.5

Figure 32. Coefflnientu of DicJýni'rgi.
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the flexible structure ground clearance ot Lhe plenum chamber is 35% of the annular

jet at the savnc value of flow to perimeter. However, it was pointed out earlier that
over uneven surfaces the annular jet tends to deter-orate to plenum conditions. There-
fore, a jet height of 35% of the nnmular jet will be required for the plenum, using
annular Jet performance as the reference datum.

Actual plenum jet height to provide equivalent performance to the

basic configuration with 1540 bhp will be 0.35 x 2.85 = 1.0 in. Comparative power
is calculated as follows:

Q 0.82 x 16.2 x 513 x 0.0833

- 567 ft 3/sec

hp 567 x 377 (0.82 is the assumed fan efficiency)hN 550 x 0.82

474

hp 6.160 2-.8 (0.70 is the overall efficiency)
M 0.7 12

2096

Total hp 2570

Thus 2/3 more power is required for the samve performance with this configuration.

c. Three Plenum Chamber Configuration

The gross cushion area for this conf.fiwuration *.' !e•3 t*I.... ,, .h.alf tauk
the basic configuration. Its performance will therefore be very poor and it has no
overwater capability, and other road-block disadvantages. It was included in tests
from the viewpoint oi basic feasibility but the jet height ?nd powering is not con-
sidered wprth detapi examination.

-53
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D. POWER SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND PRELIMINARY FAN DESIGN

1. Description of Systems

Two alternative power systems applicable te the basic configuration are
shown on the inboard profile drawings D7233-099003 and D723S-099001 reproduced
in this report as Figures 4 and 33. Additionally, a cushion fan flow diverter scheme
designed to match the first power installation Is shown in Figure 34. This is a
desirable option, which Is recommended for either configuration.

In Figunre 34 a single T67 driving au axial flow fan is used. The fan is
centered over the existing floor cut-out in the forward fuselage and the cargo drop
doors removed. These are replaced with permanent structure incorporating two
trunk entry ports symmetrically placed about the longitudinal centerline.. Fan air
is diffused in the outlet annulus to a depth of IS inches below the second stator, feed-
lg into a plenum box mounted from the floor around the door cut-out. The fan unit
Is of welded aluminum construction. The inner shroud carrying the bearings and re-

duction gearbox Is connected to the outer shroud throughthe stator blades. The unit
is mounted to the floor by tubular struts. A fiberglass bellmouth and center fairing
are incorporated above the fan, which draws air from within the fuselage. To allow
the fan to breathe freely the rear paradrop doors will be opened when the system Is
in operation.

Figure 4 shows the alternative power plant using two T'58/10 engines. The
engines are similarly located and in this case are exampled each driving a backward
curved centrifugal fan of the squirrel cage type. This configu41ion evidentiy has
better reliability because of the twin engine feature. It is clear that alternative com-
binations are also feasible, for example, the T67 can drive a similar centrifugal
blower or the T58 engines can be coupled to drive an axial fan. The choice of fan
type is not critical. It is probable that the centrifugal has a somewhat milder stall

characteristic and is more rugged. However, the axial fan is probably lighter and
has a higher design point efficiency. In both cases the engines ave mounted from the
floor using typical welded strut supports which land on channels attached to existing
tie-down points (of which there are many) on the cabin floor.

Engine controls and instruments are routed to the cockpit for direct opera-
tion by, and display to, the crew. An observer/engineer station Is visualized, adjacent
to the engine location.

For fuel an existing C-119 LR taak is used. This it designed for tie-down
on the cabin floor and incorporates a booster pump. The capacity is much larger
than is ne-ded but for the test installation this is of no consequence. Use of JP2 is

desirable because of its low flash point.
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To control the nozzle valving, auxiliary engine bleed air will be used. As
drawn the layout Illustrates a selector controlling pressure into six manifolds collec-
tively or differentially. The selector Is operated hydraulically in parallel with the
wheel brakes by the pilot's toe pedals.

The flow diverter arrangement, Figure 34, incorp~orates a set ,if vanes in

the trunk entry ports operated by a hydraulic actuator in parallel with two sets of
cascade m~nes in the fuselage aides to which air to ducted through tee ducts from the
plenum. The diversi[on is accomplished in respqnse to an Inflate/deflate lever in the
cockpit and provides for immediate trunk retraction and thrust boost On the initai

climb. The vanes in the diverter exit also provide additioaal re'erme thrust, braking

anJ yaw control at low speeds as frther described in Section 1.5.

2. Preliminary Fan Design

a. Axial Flow Fan

(1) Fan Sizing

The design point flow and pres3ure are taken as the one g static

case at maximum gross weight as follows.

Q = 1780 ft 3/soc (4.24 slug/ee)
bhp = 1540 -!1570 - 2% transmissionk loss)

Is the previcus subsection on jet height, horsepower was consid-
ered to be given by volume flow Q multiplied by total pressure P (psig). ThiR neglects
comprossibLlity which is a minor correction but will be accounted for in fan design.

Fan work Input =mg Jcp 4 T. (8)

Where m Is the mass flow and A T Is the fan temperature rise, related to the pres-

sure rise by pdpl + t '&T -

7/ being the fan adiabatic efficiency and T1 the inlet total temperature.
14

From (8) with 1540 blip

&T 1540 x 550 33.2OF
4.24 x 32.2x 778 x 0.2401
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From (9) assuming a fan efficiency uf 0.85 aud a 00"F day, Y= 1.4

2 + 0.85 332 .20

-- fI *' .2 .

2
he area of the paradrop doors Is approximately 36 ft . An inlet depression eqlual to

the dynamic head of the air al. the velocity induced through 80% of this area will be

36 x 0.i - 62.2 ft/sec

0.00119 x 62.2 - 4.0 lb/ft (0.00119 - P /2)

2i

In new level standard conditions therefore P 1 " 2111 lb/ft2. Hence A P, the fan

pressure rise:

A P - 0.201 x 2111 - 430* lb/fL2

A fan having a -nlid Wtail and good cutoff characterlatica Is roquired. These will be
obtained with high :%,b/tip rtio eud us Ing flit impulse type blading. A hub/tip ratio
of 0.70 will be uaed, and a tip air Inlet angle P - 250.

It Is al3o deeirable for !be design point to lie well to the high flow

side of the ma::imum eff•Ioorwy ipoint ao that when flow is cut down or cut off the fan
will '.rarlieatly respond with much bighe., presmire, Ub in a hard landing. This tin-
plies lightly loaded blades and high solid.y.

Finally, It iG an object to klep th1 e fan ouLlet velocity low to min'-

mize system loss particularly because the Oir I4 dis)arjed through the trunk entry
port with complete loss of dynamtii head.

(*) For comparison if the fan pressure rice iE cLICutatad by Cevidlvg the work output

by the volunin flow•,

P 1540 x 550 x 0.85 405 lb/ft 2

1780
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The required pressure ratio of 1.204 i• commonly achieved by a

single stage in axial flow compressors. However, this requires high tip speed and
through flow velocity. For thip reason and cons idering the other desirable charac-
teristics a two stage design Is preferred. The pressure rise per stage Is then 215
lb/lt2 .

Rotational speed will be sot by choosirigaprusnuro rise coefficient

('k ) of 0.80 ai the blade root:

1/2 p U 2 = 215/0.80 lb/ft2

U ý 475 and UT 679 ft/sec

Va UT x tan 679 tan 25D - 317 ft/sec

Annulus area - 1780/317 = 5.62 ft 2

Therefore tip diameter - 45.0 In.

and root diameter •- 31.5 In.

(2) Geariog

Engine output rpm is 6600. Fan rpm la found to be

N - 75 x 60 x 12 - 3440
v x 45

The required reduction ratio is 1.92;10. However, for simplicity a ratio of 2:1 can

probably be used with minor adjustment of the dtosign.

(3) Fan blading

SP/stage P U AV - 215 lb/ft 2

U Av - 90,200 ft /

Root Tip

Diameter, ft 2.625 3.75
Va, It/sec 317 317

U, ft/ReC 475 679
AVu, ft/see 190 133

U - A Vu/2, ft/sec 380) 012.5

Tan# mean - (U - L VU/2)/V a 1.20 1.93

f9
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Ro~ Tip

con mea 0.640 0.460

Vmo~a n Va/cOG mean 95689

CU ' 2 tVU/IVM 0.768 03.

1.5 1.0

C L 0.5!.2 0.380

Circuimference, ft 8.25 11.8

en a Of Ir 1 12.38 11.8

Chord c. It 0.42'3 0,407

No. of bladoB, 29 29

Roforoncv3 3 preuentB complete data on thev lilt charactcriuoluri of i. tultabhe airfol!
lIn camcado. *rhis data Its uwod to dutermine a choice of camber aind anglo of att"Ok
which will give thu required UL with aduquate margin from the utitil. - &o the rotor-
once for the following:

DefcI-Aettn anic 14~ ~' 18U)": 10o'
19"

Aerotoll 05 - Bio

Camber ('A chord) 819 4 'X

Angle of Attank 10'0 40' 4 u 301

This firmt aLtage (rlAngles and bliidkg gia.n now Ix, drawn (11gurv 35).

IJ'hfw aencond mtoy~o will Im very tolynilar, I~r')bualy us~ing IdoidLeal bladm-iunsmi ktva n(4
require datnil ovuilyole for M-,' 1;roaent purpoxo. Trhe aitirnatud ',hurnoterlatlu InI ebown fit FIguro 36.

b~. Contrifugal Yafnt

' rnw contrifugani (ants arv doublod oide']l zFRId of 1,11 [Iypu In Which thV
cas-g width le greater. than thati(if 1.1k wfwalo. 81, It. dectrruilsd by Scalaita an aAitatlug
do.'illp. lDepIM point f1')w aned prMaMur Hro.

U 322 [L,,Aft 7.714 1uiug/tMuc

.'a~ 430, l1/1t2
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Figure 30. Esi~mtted Axial Fan Charaýct-srlstic
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Essential characteristics of the known design are

4000 ft3 xmnin
P = 6 in. water head
rpm 5000

Where diameter 10 inches

A twin fan installation is proposed

3225 3Q 2 x 60 = 97,000 ft /min

P = 430/5.2 = 82 8 in. water

For scaling:

3
A,.At constant rpm: Q C D2., *,:, :' .... P • D 2

At given size: Q a rpm
P C rpm _

Using suffix 0 for known conditions:

Q _ D_3 rpm P (D\ 2  frpm\2
SQ 9•oooi-i

C, Aa - k-Oj \rpin C/

9%000 2 4 .2  P 6 1. ý1.k - 4000 D 0 8286 1.
SDo

rpm O 0'V P: XD D
0 0

3 Do(Ri-)' x - x 3.7 2 = 2 4.2 , .

D • -0 D

D - 2.54; ! = 1.46
DO rpm

Hence a 25.4 inch wheel is required rotating at 7350 rpm. This implies a tip speed

of 810 ft/sec, which Is very high for a squirrel cage wheel and may introduce diffi-
cult structural design problems. In the alternative design ef the axial fan no such
problems are anticipated
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3. Pressure Loss

Pressure loss upstream of the fan is estimated at 5 lb/ft 2 (page 58k.

The axial fan annulus hydraulic diameter is 2.7 ft, and the distance fro.n
fan outlet vertically downward to the end of the diffuser is 1.5 ft. The flow diffuses
at a maximum effective angle of 140 so that the hydr. itic diameter at diffuser exit
is 3.07 ft and the area is 7.4 ft 2 . The loss will be the dynamic head at this point which
Is 69 lb/ft 2 . The area of the trunk entry ports is 6.75 ft 2 each and the dynamic head

at tbie point will also be lost, a further 21 lb/ft2 . Summarizing,

Inlet 5.0
Plenum 69.0
Trunk Entry 21.0

Total 95.0

Thus the trunk pressure is 335 lb/ft2 approximately correspondtrg to the 0.7 overl t

efficiency assumed ir. the preceding work. In practice it is found that for systems of
this type (e.g. in ACVs) this efficiency is seldom bettered.

Similar considerations apply to the alternative power syatern for which the
same overall efficiency has been assumed.

4. Diverter Thrupt

Exha_,pt _rein eou!vnin tn tho ttrnlr no ,1e area !q prnvded., horder t,

keep the fAn operating at its design point. Total head at the diverter nozzle 'Aill
evidently be 356 lb/ft2 since there Is no trunk entry port loss. The flow exhausts
through port and starb- .rd lotvers ;it 320 to the fuselage side. Net thrust, both for-
ward and reverse is -W',ulaLed as a function of speed as follows:

V ft/sec ,100 200

T67 Engmnes

Q = 1780 ft"/sec
m V cos 30V, lb 2050 2050 2050
M V lb 0 424 848

Net forward thrust, lb 2050 11'26 1202
Net Reverse thrust, lb 2050 2474 2898

T58 Engines

Q a 3225 It 3/sc
M V cos 3U", lb 4200 4200 4200
rnVJ, lb 0 770 1540

Net forward thrust, 1.b 4200 34:10 2660
Noe Reverse thrust, lb 4200 4970 5740

These forward and roverse thrusts are plotted in Figure 37.
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E. CUSHION STABILITY AND CON ?'POL

1. Static Stiffness

a. General

The bag trunk with distributed jets as designed for theC-119 exhibits
very good pitch and roll stiffness and strong heave stability.

In ACV's, including ACV's with bag trunks and annular nozzles it has
been the practice tc incorporate static stability jets, usually in thr. form of a longitudi-
nal keel trunk, with or without jet flowv from Its base and a similar lateral trtnk, the
two forming a cross beneath the vehicle.

The purpose of these stability truiks is to inhibit the cross flow which

is e,..Aly seen to create an unstable condition (Figure 38, a, b). Clearly as soon as
the trunk flattens against the ground a large restoring moment will be initiated. There-
fore, considering roll, it would be expected that without the keel trunk there would be
a small unstable range near q5 = 0 and that the normal equilibrium would be with a
sl!ght list In either direction. No keel trunk is incorporated in the present design but
no such central instability has been encountered in model tests (see Section Ii1). The
wind tunnel model was tested with aufficient jet nozzle area and cushion flow to achieve
an appropriate and fairly uniform jet height at all parts of the trunk. This prevented
a lack of roll stiffness from being masked either by local bag contact; or by the lower
jet height available with the model Jet angle at the scaled flow.

The reason for this satisfactory behavior is believed to be that a differ-

ent pressure distribution on the walls of the cushion cavity - priccipa.ly consisting
oi the inner trunk radius - is induced by the radically different Lv(ometry (Figure 3i•;).

The stiffness provided by the trunk itself is usable because, as described
In Section II.B above, when in "contact" .t Is air-lubricated by the distributed Jets.
The trunk lift (area in cotitact times trunk pressure) acts directly on the ground without
pressing the bag matorial on to it. Low drag results. ( los!ng the noz,ýle in this con-

dition restores the drag since the trunk pressure now forces the material into the
surface.

Because of the cushion aupect ratio (length to breadth of the basic con-
figuration is 2.95 to 1.0) pitch sliffness le expected to be adequate and Indcc a problem
in take-off rWALttiui wars atticipatc. Howover, prov!...on of sufficient roll stiffness may
be a critical factor. The major contribution due to trunk contact can be calculated If
the contact area is determined as a function of the app!-opriate parameters.

b. Analysis of (rournd Contact

The th-oretical grourd contact mnoment can be developed graphically

fairly simply using a trial and cri oi method as follows:
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(1) For a given roll angle ( if assume a value of pc/Pj. This will
be below P,,'Pj for 0 = 0 because the trunk lift will carry some of the weight. De-
termine R1 and R 2 ott the high side to give the correct value of 1, thc material cross
section length. In the design case 1 ý 157 in. The ratio R1/R 2 = I - pc/Pj. This is
obtained from the continuity of trunk tension at the ground tangent.

T =- P 1 = (Pj- PC) R2

Dividing by R P.
2j

R1/R2 = 1- pc/Pj

(2) Draw the ground line at the given • at distance hj from the trunk
tangent at this angle.

(3) Determine R1 and R2 on the low side which will give the correct
I (sum of 11 12 and 13' the last being the contact length).

(4) Find the sum of trunk lift (contact width times effective length

times trunk pressure) and •.fa cushion lift (cushion width times effective length times
cushion rressure). The effective length must be assumed.

(5) Cor.ipare the total lift, with the weight. Iterate pc/P until the total
lit 3quals the weight.

For example, at -50:

Assume p /P. = 0.44
Then R17R22 = 0.56

I = 157 In.

"" On high side choose R -= 31.4 In.
Then l,, - 56.1

With P1  31.4 61is found to be 1800

Is found to be 59.5.

R 6 f 98.7

2 6z = 58.3

1 =157.0

Draw the pround line at estimated high side h = 0.95 x 2h = 1.9 x 1.426 2.71 In.
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On low side choose R 26.0 in.

R 2 46.5 In.

With R1 26.0 in. I is found to be 1930

With R 46-5 in. LO is found to be 63.50
2 2

'1 01 = 87.5 in.

R 2 = 2 l.5 in.

Is scaled = 16.0 in.

I 157.0 in.

Trunk Lift P.xl xeffective legth
1 -3_- -

333 x 1.33.x 31.3 - 13900

Cushion Lift Pc x b x effective length

146.5 x 10.1x 31.3 = 46100

Total Lift : 60000

The sum of cushion aud trunk lift produces ihe vector shown on Figure 39.

This was carried through Vci two roll angles and the resulting
cross sections and total lift %,tctors are dhown in Figure 39. The righting moment
increases with angle. Righting moment about cg 3 and 4 is shown in Figure 40. To

this must be added the cushio: basic stability contribution due to suction on the inner
tn-Inl r.ad.iu- on the h.l.L.J. Also the exhautstiug cushaion flow causes a side force

amd rolling moment. If (.he ualzles are closed on the contact side this is reacted at
the ground. To estlinat; this contribution In the alternative case jet velocity is cal-
culated from cushion pressure. :

VJ = 29 1/6F.7- 375 ft/sec

An arbitrary factor varying linearly from 0.4 at 0.60 (initial contact) to 0.95 at 50 will
also be applied. This is intended to allow for the fore and a;. components of flow at
the ends. Evidently at initial contact along one side a large proportion of the cushion
mcmenttfin will escape in fore and aft directilons. As roll angle incraases the contact
point wil; move around the ends antll at large roll angle the majority of the cushion

momentum will exhaust lateraiiy oa the high side. The above arbitrary factor is intro-

duced to account for this effect.
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-p /P

c j
0 0.50c.g. l and 2 50 0.44

)o" 0.36

(Pj Constant)

c.g. 3and 4

S 28ý

00,000 lb

(Jrournd liiims

*Pilpre 39. Trunk Distortions in Roll
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myV 4.24 x 375 1590 lb

*0.6 2 6 10

Y, lb 640 920 3510 l.510

1. t 12.0 311.90 11.7 11.16

Momnent.,
ftlub 7500 10960 177010 16900

Measrneg d rigi~ting momentn from 1/12 xestlo model toot lp alwo J0iIOWt on dWl tigure
for comnparisoi. It appoariv that a oubastant'Al stabilizing moment Is previdod by tho,
air cushion. Thisa tiffneuab st thti dami~p p./P1 appearso to be qufte Batifiractory.
Stlffnooss Ysrt* with p0,/?j and riseaauremprits over R ritnge of th4e paniniater wore
madki on the wind tutuumI modoi (F~o R,'totlnn 1ll). The~ roaUkb are nlrwn In Flguiv 41
as It plot of CPO/civgroo aplRost, cLIAii)lo preirsuro ratio. It 1i dhc)wntlhat at 10"' roll
the ouyhloit op has mioved no.arly a qustrter of thu bvAm of 1l,6 tt or ý-3/4 it g.

Op. 0 0.02310/dog at p /P j 0.5

Acp *0.235 x b at 10' roll ",Je

0 (.23b x 11.6 2.71 ft.

Cj. nion &Itfooue Criteria

Iloqulnad roll uit~fifnon may ty uonaiilvroc In ruixtiwn tocr egiwe lo-quo,
51(10 wind gust, (le oldet;)4k.

(1 olrquen w -qu

C~vamidpiring mRll povor aL thos Istuvr'! the tiaku.iff run:

(/) Hide-, Ount

.1 roli~ng morount cduv lu Ixy fins midI wieig will be cvorsimdarsld,
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1/12 Scale Model Measurements

Rolling Moment/Degree
C.p0 . ' .x Cushion Width

1.0 .

C-119 Width = 11.5 ft

0 0.0

ct

W 'A I, t . . .

00.01 0.02

c.p. */Degree

< *.Apur. 41. Itoll 8tifbjeso Variation. withI Bag Preswire " I *-
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cp above g-ound = 9.5 ft

Moment 1.0 x 470 x 3.5 x q 4460 q lb/ft

Fins, CD = 1.2

Side area = 75x 2 - 150ft2

cp above ground = 22 ft

Moment 1.2 x 150 x 22 x q - 6600 q lb/ft

Wing, CL 0.2 (at a =100)Lm

Plan area = 700 ft2 (1/2 wing)

cp from longitudinal centerline = 20 ft

Moment = 0.2 x 700 x 20 x q = 2800 q lb/ft

Total Moment 13860 q lb/ft"

Fora side gust of 30 knots q = 3.06 lb/ft 2

" .. Moment = 42,500 lIb/ft

(3) Sideslip

The sideslip case with the air cushion is different to the normalcase with wheels since the former does not react sideforce, and may be sideslippedintentionally. However, the (presumably empirical) roll-over criterion of Reference4 is in fact met. This states that the angle between wheel COMR±Ca point and aircraftcg in front elevation must not be less than 25..: It Is seen from Figure 39 that a 10'roll this Is 250 using the high cg (1 and 2 positions) and is greater at larger rollangles. Actual roil righting moment is considerably g-0e-. ,t.". 'a..n Uf..
figure, as evidenced by Figure 40.

d. Heave Stifness

As load Increases from the design condition the i.,..reasibig cushlopressure causes tkoe trunk to move up and out. Theoretically at the bottom of thestroke Pe/Pj = 1.0. '.e inner trunk radius is infinite (a straight line) and Lhe staticg is a maximum. Evidently the maximum g depends on the design pc/Pj. For ex-ample at initial pr/Pj = 1.0 and oouptani ,Pj the mairmum cushion preesure would betwice the dosign co'ndition.
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Factors which modify the static heave stiffness are (1) the change in

icushion area due to trunk deflection, (2) the increase in Pj provided by the fin. The
latter may be considered at constant pow.er or at constant rpm. The latter is probably
the more valuable since transient response ,rill be at essentially constant rpm.

It is valuable to determine theoretical two-dimensional heave stiffness

in order to predict itB variation with design pc/Pj. A brief analysis is made In the
following and values obtained from 1/3 scale model tests are compared with the re-
sults.

For simplicity constant material length Is uaed. Using an iterative
procedure similar to that described in subsection 1.(b) above, two-dimensional trunk

phape is calculated to provide the geometry variations shown in Figure 42. Stiffness
at constant rpm is obtained from the fan characteristic of Figure 36. For the calcu-

lation, flow coefficient atld jet height for a range of p./P, are taken from Figure 26:

p /P 0.3 ).5 0.7 0.9

h/g 9.8 5.0 2.95 1.5

(Q/cg) JP/2pc 1.675 1.22 0.95 0.68

since nozzle area is constant,

C) 0.729 1.0 1.283 1.795

h Jo/h 1.96 1.0 C.59 0.3

Pe may be found by iterating with the fan characteristic, assuming
that duct loss varies as Q2.

'Q/Pc 189.5 138 107.5 77

--Q,ft3 /sec 1830 1780 1710 1500

PcV lb/ft2  93 166.5 252 379

P111/ft 2  310 333 36C 421

A P, lb/ft2  102 97 90 78

P Fan 412 430 450 499

hJ in. 2.8 1.425 0.34 0.43

It will be noticed that although the cushion pressure - more than

doubled the fan is still not stalled. These variations of p. and hi are aieo shown •.

Figure 42. An estimated stiffness can now be found from
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,.0 Two Dimensional Theory

I "1- ConsL'nt

0.9 PcP_ Design 0.5 ____

0./

PC 10 20 -'g

ht - n--o

0.6

20 25 30 35 .R,- che 
+

0 100 200 300 400 600 O00(
• , Pc Ib/tt 2

t% 11 t~ X-i 
1 

)

60 70 00 90

Figure 42. Trunk Geuomtry Variutions
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L "

L0 PC b0

The ratio b/bo rvpresantL the two dimensional increasc in cushion width at the
ground tangent. Due to the low aspect ratio It is considered an acceptable factor for
accounting for the cushion area increase. The area increases because of Increased
trunk distortion as cushion pressure Increases. b/bo is calculated by Iterating to
find the trunk shape as described In oubsection 1 1b).

L/L is plotted against ht + hj In Figure 43.

e. Pitch Stiffness

Prediction of pitch stiffness is unduly complex tý-cause of the impon--
derable bag contact area at the three dimensional ends. Pitch stiffness measure-
mena were made on the 1/12 scale model (iec Scction I11) and reliance id placed on
those for the rotation analysis In .'ectiori lI.F.

2. Dynamic Stability

a. Ground Hesorance

The plain air bag (without a built Up nozzle structure such a8 is indi-
cated in Figure :8 (a) qnd (b) Is subject to ground resonance. Violently divergent
ground resouance was encountered during the development of the 1/12 scale mod#-i
and e ... ..... ,w- , fuond in thc early dovoluliment stage on the 1/3 scale
model.

The mechanism uppears to be simple and is not much affected either
by the truafk material elasticity or the air cushion cha racteristics. This is evidenced
by the fact that sAt extreme roll angle (beyond wing tip to ground contact) the resonance
can be induced and it can be induced as readily with san inelastic as an elastic trunk.
(Both wero fitud to the 1/12 scale modol.) It appears to be reliably inhibited by the
distributed jet which Is why the extreme roil angle im r,_,leu!-,.d tv indue It. The edge
of the Jot pattern is Ihen on the ground tangent. Wh.t is thoughit to happen is Hhown In
Figure 44. From or equilibrium position (a) with the escaping jet concentrated at the
ground tangent the edge of the material il oucked down by the escaping air. the body
falls., the contact pressure causcm, the lift to ex)'ccd the weight, the body rises, over-
shoots upwardly and proceeds Into a divergen. oscillntion. Alterantively as in fb) th(e
suction force on the material can be prvvcntcd by dil itbuting iic let flow rad no oscl-
llation occurs.

b. Trunk Stability

"Trunk vibration has ails, bee.n vxp.crhuced In tile test rloclim . "'The
dynauril,s of trunk vibration are not clunil.% indvrutood. 'iThll,, [Ihertomna iN annoying
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40

40A - • - _-

Static Stiffness Slope
"From Whiriing Arm
Model Test PC / P 0.58

30C.

.• 20 -

Ttsoretical Two-Dimenslonal!, -
Theory P./ Pj --0.5 -

+

I \

f--

1.0 2.0 3.0

LL0

0 60,000 120.000 180,000

Full Scale Lift - lb

Figure 43. Static Heave Stiffness
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"(a) Unstable Configuration

$ucked Down

Lift =P x w
,,J.rJ-,•:.,:l~k•., " --- Equilibrium

// Lift 0
-, -•.' ,, ::.•...;-Z_ -scapi~ng Tet • ,

I.I Escpin .lt '/fVE Pressure

"."(b). Stable Configuration

SF Distributed Jet

Height loss does not

decrease pressur?

Figure 44. Ground Resonance Mechanism
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and noisy but otherwise apparently unobjectionable. In most cases a small amount of
damping, such as by placing the palm of the hand on the bag on the whirling arm model,
will stop the vibration. Addition of a small mass at the outer tangent to the bag is
effective in reducing it.

3. Control

Normal flight controls are not compromised by the air cushion. Cushion
controls are brakes, flow diverter and auxiliary engine controls. I

The nozzle valving will be operated by engine bleed air, and controlled by
the pilots toe pedals in parallel with the brakes. Operation of the nozzle valve is
described In Section II.B.

The diverter valves in the fuselage side operate collectively simultaneously
with the vanes in the trunk entry ports (Figure 34). The interchange of cushion flow
ia controlled by an inflate/deflate lever in the cockpit. Additionally, differential
reverse control of the diverter valves Is superimposed and also controlled by the toe
pedals. This provides additional control In '.he ground run and harmonizes with the
braking valves as follows:

(1) Lever at inflate, trunk port vanes open, diverter valves closed ready
for landing.

(2) Right brake closes RHS nozzles, opens RHS diverter valves in re-
verse; and vice versa.

(3) Fuhl brake on both closes all jets and opens both side diverters for
reverse thrust.

The diverter vanes are closed in flight by stopping the auxiliary engine and
selecting inflate, ready for landing. Figure 45 is a system schematic.

4. Trim

The cushion center of pressure is placed at the forward cg. At afL cg
there will be a small change in ground attitude, th'o weight moment being reacted by

the air cushion pitch stiffness. Forward cg is at '60% MAC and aft cg is at 30% MAC.
The weight moment is then

168.280.10 x x 60,000 = 84,200 lb/Tt12

(neglecting the change in ground angle.)

This is conveniently expressecd as a change in air cushion center of
pressure. Using an effective cushion length of 31.4 ft
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Inflate

00p-Deflate

\Right Side
Symmetry -_ --_ _- '- -- ..

Hydraulic Actuator Left Side

.'."ensle Spring---
,. -, ":' • / t--Brake Hydraulic

S --. ' / # Actuator

Thrust
Augmentation Oen'Trunk-Air Inlet Vanes
Position

Rudder
Pedals

_ _ _ Brake Hydraulic
-Hl'41 I , • Actuator

• •i!Br ke •Brake Off

On -- Engzine Bleed Air slg

Thrust Valve N Trunk •

Manliold

Figure 45. Control System Schematic
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CP ~84,2000.4Cp = =O0~0~. 0.046
00,000 x 31.4

Cushion pitch stiffness was obtained from 1/12 scale moo':. te.qt (-eioi, II.

cp = 0.059/deg

Hence the attitude chan•ge is apprcxlmateLy 3/40.

b. Flight Trim

A major object of the wind tunuel test was to ,etU.-i,1ne chaage In ele-

vator a.mgle to trim through the Lake-off and landing maneuver. It was fournd that the
oxilsting elovator was capable of accomplishing take-off rota.tuuv. Crange of trim withl
Lbe air bag in comparison to wheels is small - the drag of the air L{ag beitg s!inllar to
that of the extended wheels. Momentum drag was not simulated in the wind tunnel.
However, this it not expected to cause any change, saince this drag w'll act at the levcl
of the air entry which it -loce to tho verttcal cg. EI~vator angles to trim are furthei-

dtscussed in Section 11. - .--

- b2 . . -. .
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SF. TAKEOFF ROTATION AdA LYV"IS

1. Gerers.!

' The purpose o! the wind tunnel test was to confirm the feasEollity of the

takeoff and landirg irom nsd to the air zushton rsing the existing mcrodynarinc contcols,
with meaaurement of drag.

Because of the I&rge lengtM.rerdrh of the ftpe'age mounted air ciishion )cud
the small jet height on!y P siall rotation aiglc tU possible before the rear of the bag
is in ground contact. It was feared thM' a lar'ge n)unent due to thiS contaot might
develop before gufflct2nt aerocynhmic !lft was realized wbc, wouid t- beyond thei
power of the elevator to control. Also it wis thougnt that bag cotett uver a large
area might ceuie conbiderable drag.

I. fact r.either of these fiars were realized. and the %wd tunnOl tests s4owed
Po real prot'em exists. Thig 3s8urance is ampliflsd by tlv* &!Nving comparitIve
analy's.

Y. Takeoff Spoed and Argle-of-Attack

Figure 46 ahows the relevan^ dtmnahlon&. Te worst case to :-Adently e.g. 3,
for which the tUhrst moment .s negative end the weight mirment t. max'mumn.

Takeoff 3pCId is aesrn-ed U,• be 1.2 VSI where US, io the stAlling speed In tUe
takeoff configuration. CLrnx 01 -)% 's dotexinined Crom Referetce 2 from which•
Figure 47 hab been.plotted. A value of 2.14 nt rC - 0.04 lqdl[ated.

At 6r,000 lb G .W.II
W/b C . 60.",',/1447 x .'1 19 4

-iq t 1.2 V S," ;.4.14 xIft.1 28 ."

I -V - 155 ftSev 5.0.6 'nmots '
1 ~3T

IISTheast etIC.5 K,'. 8ý53 Rlng

T /,(-.iffsOence 2 FiYglie JQO snd P. 26i4)

"1. ' ,2 '5.09 '
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c.g. I and 3

Cruise Configuration
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e.g. 1 and 3

Estimate for Take , f,

Configuration, Flaps 20:;

____L2.....
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Thrust Coefficient - T- ..

Flguro 47. C-119 Maximum Lift Coefficients
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CL - 2.1 will be assumed.
ma.c

C 2.1/1.41 = 1.46
LT -O

T-0

a TL - 6.80 In ground effect (Reference 2 Figures 1, 3, 82)

3. Takeoff Rotation on Wheels

Maximum elevator will be required when the main gear reaction is a
maximum. It will be assumed that nose wheel liftoff occurs at Ia TL 1. (Approxi-
mately 6 inch nose wheel stroke.)

a "TL = 0 TL =1.o0

CL 0.54 0.65

Lift - CL x 1447 x 28, lb. 21,850 26,301)

Wheel Load, lb. 38,150 33,700

Nose wheel load (Figure 46), lb. 6,120 0

Main wheel reaction, R, lb. 32,030 3.'70C0

Conventionally moments are often taken abut the wh;C1, coritad. point. However for
better comparison with the air cushion, momenta are taken about ths c.g., omitting
the virtual inertia (T-D), for an identical result.

Forces are as follows:

Rolling friction =iR = 0.025 x 33,700 = 840 lb.
Aerodynamic Drag = CD8q = 0.082 x 1447 x 28 = 3320 lb.
Thrust = 2 x 8250 = 16,500 lb.
Lift at 0.26 MAC - 2E,300 lb.
Main Wheel Reaction, R = 33,700 lb.

(For CD see Reference 2, Figures 12, 14, 15, and 16)

The moment equation Is:

585L T=840z112- 3320x6+16,500x18+26,300 x10.1 +33,700x,5)

.;LT 41001lb,
T

Note that AL to balance wheel reaction and rolling friction - 3i00 lb.
T
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4. Takeoff Rotation on Air Cushion

On the air cushion it is not clear what will be the angle of attack requiring

maximum elevat, r angle. Therefore, moments must be evaluated for the angle of

attack range up to the takeoff a TL of 680. The appropriate trin med lift curve from
Reference 2 is shown in Figure 48.

aTL 0 2 4 5 6

CL 0.54 0.8 1.07 1.20 1.3.1
LI

Wing Lift = '21,900 32.400 43.300 48,500 54,200

Cushion Lift 38,100 27,600 16,700 11,560 5,800

Cushion lift will be the sum of cushion pressure times cushion area and bag contact
area times bag pressure if there is any contact. The variation of estimated jet height I
w ith lift is given in Figure 31. Two effects modify this curve In the present instance:

(1) The variation of jet height with angle at constant lift.
(2) The effect of forward speed on Jet height at given angle of attack.

Experience has shown that the former is small. However, It i unfavorable.
The latter is imponderable, but favorable. For present purposes they may be assumed
to cancel. Alternatively the variation of cus-hion -moiisci with itit at constant angle may
be found directly from model tests and the favorable effect of forward speed neglected.which to•,,•rtte

U.•ing the latter approach; the 1/12 scale model pitch stiffness was obtained
for a range of weight. Morrent per degree is plotted against weight !n Figtire 49.

a TL 0 2 4 5 6

Cusidon Moqment -- 0 i10,'(t0 132.000 115,000 69,000
ft/lb.,

•LT lb. 0 2,250 2.700 2.360 1.410

The maximum tail load is leso than it is with wheel geaL. Tail loads to trim are
compared In Figure 50.

G. ENERGY ABSORPTION ANALYSIS

Drop tests were carried throue, er the whirling arm model to determine energy
absorption capability. The inodel was dropped In the flat attitude and a large capacity

87
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1.5 1.-.-I -

./ /

/

0. , --- --- ____

Data from Reference 2
- .. (Flgurca 1,3,82)

0 I,,'

-4 -2 0 . 4 6 8
Angle of Attack - TL a,

Figure 4e. Talwoff ConhiguratJ9n Jift Curve In GrQwud Effect
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to absorb vertical sink wa:ý demonstrated. This was combined with excellent damping.
In this section the mechanism of energy absorption by the air cushion is examined and
,stimates of sink rate are msde and compared with test data.

Energy absorption car'acity is provided by the static stiffness of the air cushion
and by the transient increase of pressure in the cushion cavity and trunk system.
Deflection of the air bag under load is such that a considerable increase in cushion area
results, and the ý_L pressure is backed up by tha fan. The fan will transiently respond
at constant rpm with increase of pressure as the flow is throttled.

Estimation of the transient response of the air cushion system is complex and
unreliable Furthermore the tests show that this transient response makes a major
contribAion to energy absorption. For the total response, therefore, dependence is
placed on the dcrop test data. However, the static stiffness contribution at constant
far rpm gives the minimum condition and is worth considering by itself.

The energy absorption capacity in ft-lb due to static stiffness (at constant rpm)
iF. represented by the area beneath the heave stiffness curve,Figure 43. For the design
case of pc/PJ = 0.5 this is found to be 365,000 ft-lb. Without wing lift this is equal to
the kinetic energy of the aircraft at its sink rate.

WV 2

WV= 365,0002g

V = 19.8 ft/sec

This sink rate can theoretically be achieved therelore without the transient response
but using the full stroke in the flat attitude. It is notable that the maximum g is below
3.0. A more practical limit is represented by moving 2/3 of this stroke in which
case

V 1 15.5 ft/sec

The static stiffness on which this is based may now be compared with the dynamic
atif'negs determined from drop tests onthe 1/3 scale whirling arm model. In these
tests a direct record of g versus aeight was obtained. Figure 51 shows the stiffness
conmparison. The total response (again using 2/3 of the stroke) gives a sink rate

V -- 20.8 ft/sec

In order to determine the variation of sink rate with p /'P the tneoretical static
stiffness wae evai-tated for a range of one g trunk pressut~es, similar to the calcu-
lations shown in Section IT.E.1 (d). It may be assumed that the transient contribution
due to compressing the air io the cush~on cavity varies with trunk pressurc. The cavity
volume is esrentially unaltered. On this basis the totar sink rate capacity versus PC' PJ
Is shown in Figure 52.
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40 11-
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Figure 51. Energy Absorption
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Ausumed Usable Stroke 20 in.

(2/3 max)

Aircraft in Level Attitude,No Wing Lift

1.0*

0.8
Based on Static Stiffness

0.6

0.4 .

S,..0.2
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•;!"'. •:::;Sink Rate - ft/sec•

Figure 52. Energy Absorption Variation with P-
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The air cushion fa a soft landing system in that It essentlatiy incorporates a long
*troko. Thus the sink rate per g tends to be high. The g load Is transferred thro:gh
cus:lon pressure and trunk atiachmenta to the. fusxelarge. Stress ,.-y . ..... ---t
structure is beyond the scope of the present program.

Clarly abeorptivri capacity (in tne flat attiltude) well beyonC the present wheel

gear cavau•laty i's avaiable, it sverns probable that adequate reserve as available to
tolerate heavy landings at angies of pitch and roll. This may quite simply be handled
with equations of motion in two and three degrees of freedom with confirmatory drop
tests b-t is beyond the scope of the presett work.

'The heav6 damping provided by the air cudhion ic analyzed in Section WV.

( I. WEIGHT AND BALANCE

The detail weight and balance estimate for the .. 67 installation is as follows:

1. Welghie evd Moment T--67 Engine. c.g.
VW.Aght F.S. Moment

933

"T--67-T-1 C;.eiuI. Twin T/Sl ft ,rig. 680 218 1V6,440
Heasd. Grear, ©ll 6 218 1.308
acJdarb,; 0ii 30 6,030
e.vi1 n'A 00 30 -•o6,540

Fngin,% Mth. 31 219.1 6,792,2.
S136 24.8 37,372

fjf)tt aA ut ,•ra 60 201 12,060
1k.,-0-at.-in Sya~trkA 10 118 2,180
Coil. -919 - Enghrý •Tr'te) 25 31.3 782.-ý
lo:striJmeuts - bng. jInii. Panel) 25 46.6 1,165

~ 386

Tar. !.• '{up.,ort 356 355.44 126,522
•h' gi•q3 -ym,VentWXg,Pump 30 355.44 10.662

74n Insl Uni- 646

35v 160.84ft 6.328
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Weight e.g. M oment

•!r J,'_ amtro8 .:127 -

byd. Vulici l l2 58.7 1.291.4

Air ýoarol Valve &Bleed 25 219.84 5,495

Air Cov,{rol Pneumatic Pltumbing 30 36,35.6 10. 908
Control Panels & Wiring 50 214.8 10.74C

Ti .1.291
Attach Lo C-119C 323 315.6 101,939
Trnmk Fabilc 398 315.6 125,609
Boot (Tread) 570 315.6 179,892

Flow Diverter, Cushion Faa 37-5 157.2 59.000

Toial, Air Cushion Liuiding Sys. Dry 3,7. 249.5 936,572

Z. Airc"aft Balance
c.g. e.g.

Co:idit~on % MAC WeIght F.S. Moment

Gross Wt. 25 60,000 327.0 19.620.000
Lesa Caigo 27.4 - 3.537 331.0 - 1.170.000
1jL Fuel 41.8 -15.600 355.4 - 5.545-000

Or Ag. Operating
Wt. Empty 18.6 40,863 316.3 12,905.000

Air Cush. L/G 3,758 249.5 937.000

Rev ised Operating
Wt. Emply 14.6 44.621 309.5 13.842.000

FuL '11.8 lb.374 3bb!.4 5.4f75.060

R,ý i- i Gr. Wt. 22.3 60.000 322.5 19.317.000

The e.g. i, ;.oved foiward by approxim'rely 3% by the addition of the air cushion
system. Foi est purposes it may be assumed that crew is equivalent te normal crew.
However, it wi.1 be preferab)e to hold t!.-4 e.g. to 18% MAC jit a minimum flying weight
wiLi 2000 lb. fuel. (Ref. 2 P. 178; Ballasi is ihen rtquLred In the rear fuselage as
izaaows.
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- c.•. Weight c.g. Moment

.. " % MAC F.S.
;-,•I-- --

"Fuel 41.8 2000 355.4 711.000
Ba1!t- 500 500 250.000

Min. Flyins Wt. 18.0 47,121 315.3 14.802.000

3. Weights,2 x T-58 Engines.,

Weight

Eng. I•At%. 98.4

T-58-GE 10 Engý.(2 req'd.) 682

Resid. Grease Oil 5.4

Gearbox Oil 0 15.0
Eng. Oi1 30.l

Eng. Mts. 40,0

, ,Eng. Exhausts. 56.0

Starting System 20.0
Lubrication System 20.0
Controls - Eng. (Throttle) 35.0
Instruments -- Eng. (Incl. Panel) 30.0

Fuel Sys. 406

Tank & Supports 356

Plumbing, Fill Sys, Vent, Pump 50

Fan Installati;i 894

,Drive Shafts 24

Gearboxes 190

-Fans 200

Fan Structure

"Fan Exhausts .180

Outer Supts. 200
inieta :!0
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Wei fht
Air Jet Controls 127

Hydraulics 22
Air Control Valve & Bleed 25
Pneumatic Plumbing 30
Control Panelo & Wiring 50

Trunks 1291

Attach to C-119C 323
Trunk Fabric 398
Boot (Tread) 570

Total, Air Cushion Landing Sys., Dry 3706

4. Comparison

Major groups are compared as follows:
T-67 2 A T58

Engine Installation 933 988
Fuel System 386 386
Fan Installation 646 894
Air Jet Controls 127 127
Trunks 1291 1291
Flow Diverter 375 -

Total 2758 3706

5. Weight Tradeoff

These weights are for the test installations- proposed. In an operational installa-
tion it is pro hnbhle tht we!g.t c_- •= ••,ncwhat reduced. For exampie the fuei system
weight is based on the use of existing long range tanks. Allowing 10 minutes fuel,
this weight would be reduced to approximately 200 pounds for the T-67 installation,
for a total weight of approximately 3500 pounds (wet).

The weights not proportional to the installed power are the Jet controls, trunks
and flow diver'Zer which account for 46.5% of the gross system weight. To examine the
tradeoff of system weight with Jet height; rather than compare these alternative instal-
lations in which the fan types and engine specific weights are different, It will be assum-
ed that the remaining 53.5% variea with pow:er. A ftx-d overall efficiency of 0.7 is com-
bined with the hp /h figure derived in Section II.C. to produce the tradeoff shown in
Figure 53.
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Weight baied on.

T-67 Instllation

4

1._
22

' 3500 4500 5500 -

Grose Ayfstem Weight-lb

Figure 53. Jet Height and System Weight Tradeoff
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"I. TAKEOFF AND LANDING PERFORMANCE

"I. Comparativc Takeoff Distances.

Unstick speed of 1.2 V will be used. and aiso average forces at 0.7 x unatick
.I] speed (Reference 5).

Cround roll distance is calculated from

W Vs2
_W SI

2g T-D

V i= 153 ft/sec (See Section TI.F.2.)

0.7 VSI 107 ft/sec qe
SI.

Thrust and drag forces are plotted against speed in Figure 54. Thrust Is obtained
directly from Reference 2 and induced drag Gawaid efficiency factor is found from
Figure 12 of Reference 2 as follows. Other drag and thrust factors are as used in
Section H. F. 3 and II. D.4., except for overwater wave drag which is derived in para-
graph d. of this section.

C Di= CL2/Irx AR xe

At C = 1.0 C =0.081
*L D

C = 0.025
0

CD= 0.056

Aspect ratio 109.22 ..

1447
1.0

e 0,056 xr x8.25 0.69

CL -: 0 .5, CDi = 0.024
Lground run I ground run

01 99L_ _.. -_ _
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SI 1 •Wheels Air Cushion
7-rs 18,800 18,800Paa Drag 1620 1800

induced Drag 473 473

Rolliug friction 1180 0
Air Momentum 0 450

3273 2523

15,527 16,277
Ground roll distaince a,, ft 1404 1340

Transition distance is the curved flight path between the unetick point and the
position above the intersection of the climb-out flight path with the ground plane. (See
Reference 5.) Acceleratior to climb-out speed V2 takes place. V2 is the optimum
climb speed in the takeoff configuration. The distance is given :)y

2 2
' W (2 - VSi2

52 = 2 T-D

V2 ft/sec 160 160

T-D, lb 8350 7800

Transition distance s2, ft. 245 262

Initial climb is at V 2* Initial climb to 50 ft distance is obtained from
"Angle of climb.

50 T-D
3= t where atny= = --s3 tan),

T-D lb. 8200 7650

y , degrees 7.85 7.31

Climb distance s 3, ft 362. 389

Time, sec 2.28 2.45

Climb, rate, ft /min. 1315 1220

Tot•al1s +8 2 +- 3 ft 9,017 1991
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It is seen that the eliminatiow of rolling friction on the ground roll gives the air
cushion a slight advantage. At the higher power level with increased momentum drag
tbW difference will he nnela'10,"

2. Use of Cushion Flow Diverter

It Is jxpft.d that the cushion flow diverter will allow very fast retraction. Flow
to the cuin to is completely cut off as soon as"deflateO is selected, the elastic material
snaps back ILmmediately end the volume of air to be exhausted from the air cushior
trunk is smal1 compared with the inflated flow rate, e.g.

Approx. trunk volume = 1250 ft3

Normal •-oume flow rate = 1900 ft 3 ./sec
Time to empty at max flow rate - 0.66 oecs

In fact a logarithmic decay will occur. Xt v111 be arbitrarily assumed that the
trunk is effectively deflated in one second. Thus, if the trunk Is retracted on the
Initial climb at 160 ft/sec., thrust is increased to 17,600 lb. ( Figure 54). Drag is re-

duced by the momentum drag (Included in the net thrust Increment) and bag drag, to
7100 lb.

T-D = 10,500 lb.
= 9.9 deg.

Climb rate = 1,650 ft/min.

Th.s would reduce the Initial climb dif-tgnce by about 70 to 3?0 feet. However, in
the came of engine failure at the critical point In takeoff, the advantage Is very signifi-
cant. Inspection of the thrust-drag plot shows this aircraft has no climb rate in the
takeoff Lonliguratlon on one engine, even omitting the drag of a windmilling propeller,
and the associated asymmetric trim drag.

With cushion flow diverted:

T = 17.600 - 8100 9500 lb
D, bag inflated = 8050
Deduct bag drag - 770
Add windmimling + 835
Add trim drag + 175

Total drag 8290 lb

T-D 1210 lb

Windmnling and trim drags are found in Reference 2 Figures 127 and 131.

y, 0 022
Climb rate = 193 ft/min.
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Singla engine thrust and drag are plotted in Figure 55. The poor single engine perform-
anoe of the C-119 emphasizes the advantage of the thrust ___--_... ..,. iiae
to back up the single-engine failure case should allow for better power matching in
most aircraft designs.

3. Landing Distance

landing distance will be principally dependent on deceleration. Demonstra-
tion of the capability of the air cushion scheme to achieve equivalent braking to wheels
In the manner described in Section 11.2 is beyond the scope of this program. A specimen
landing distance calculation which illustrates performance required from the cushion
braking system is as follows. (The method given ln Reference 5 is used):

For the calculagon,approach speed Is taken as 1f 3 VS where V is the
stalling speed 1. the tand0ng configuration. A normffcre with)nose wheel
lowered at 95 knots ia assumed. Also norimxi reverse thrust application
f¢rom 90 to 150 knots wfih brake application from 60 knots to rest will be
compared with full reverse thrust to bring the aircraft to rest without
brakes in the air cushion case. This shows tho importance of cushion
braking. Power off approach at 60,000 lb is firs.' considered:

CL 1.76 (Tc Reference 2)
max

q = W/ScL = 60,000/(1447 x 1.76)

= 23.5 lb/it
2

V so = 140.5 ft/sec = 83.3 kt

1.3 Vso= 183 ft/sec = 108.4 kt

Wheels Air Cushion

T&Lkeoff configuration drag from Figure 54 lb 8200 8800
Incremental landing flap drag , lb 14?0 1490

(ACD 0- .026)- 0 Total drag, lb 9690 10,290

D/W "0.1615 0.171
Glide Path - deg. 9.26 9.8

For this high weight case, It will be assumied that the approach is made with
power on at 20% thrust to avoid the above steep approach and 'Pat slightly
more power Is used in the air cushion case to give the same approach angle.
Approach speed will be somewhat reduced because of the slipstream lift of
the flap. At T c 0.13,

C
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.. •--

.. ... . .. .. Dead Engine Windmilling
. Yaw Trim Drag Included

-,"60.000 lb G.W.

20,000

Normal Takeoff
Flaps 200, Gear Down

15.000

W Air Cushion Flow
Diverted, Flaps 20'

a10'00Q

Thrust

_____1__0_• .• I p __ _ _ _ _ _

E0 , 100 150 200 250

Forward Speed - ft/sec

SFigure 55. C-119 Single-Engine Performance
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.CL • 1.93 .

"" 111.3 VSO 108.4x -76/1.93 x-103.8 knots

Takeoff drag from Figure 54, lb 8000 89)00
Landing flap drag , lb 1360 1360

Toqlt drag 9360 9360

90% Thrurt (See Figure 54) , lb 3100 3100
D-T lb 6260 6260

(D-T)/W 0.104
Approach angle,deg. 6.0

4'i.'Mrborne distance to calculated using the method of Refez Mnce . Sht EG 6/3.

0.799 x 103.8 x (0.142

2

-46.6ft

The flae i[ started below jhe 50 foot screen height. Hence,

a 0.799 x 1l3. 2 x 0.104 + -46.6
a 0.104

- 895+ 33

= 928 ft

Also,

V,,/103.82 - (0.104 x 928 - 50) ý2.6

98.5 knots

Forward thrunt Is cut off at touobdowu.

Ground roll distance is considered Wn i"tors. (Reference -5!ht EC 6/4)
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Wheels Air Cuwhion
(1) Touchdown to level off at 95 kt CL 1.32 1.32CD1  0.06 00t

t~i U.UVU
CDo 0,051 0.051
CD 0.147 0.147

Average q = 32 lb/ft"
AeroJynamic drag CD Sq , lb 6800 6800
Momentum drag(Fig ire 37) , lb - 695

D, lb 6800 7495

v2 - 2
2 V1 W

a = 2 g - - ft 260 240

(i) 95 kt to 90 kt ) CL 0.625
at aTL 0 Tc0 ) CDi 0.0219 (.0219
Bag profile reduced 50%) CDo 0.05._ 0.042
on ground )

CD 0.013 0.064

Aerodynamic drag , lb 3060 2690
Momentum drag , - 662
Rolling friction p.R (R 35,700 lb) , lb 840

D,lb 3900 3352
s9 ft 630 730

(IHi) 90 kt to 60 kt:
At 80 kt,

Aerodynamic drag* , lb 1670 1390
Momentum drag , lb 537
Rolling friction (R = 50,000)* , lb 1250 -

Reverse thrust (Figure 59) , ]b 14,700 14,700
D - - it, b1-7 ,Iq 9 A :1 43 6 27

2 2 W
s=2 -V -T ft 670 720

i :f and drag decrements ACL = 0.3,ACD = 0.02 for revercq thrl-t arc. assumed.

,"oo
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(iv) 60 k to 50 kt: Wels Air CushionI Air Cushion
A I 0r, •I _irko__ _n l,- ,L

Aerodynamic drag, lb 840 700 700

Momentum drag lb - 410 410
Braking force ( p. 0..) lb 22.100 22,100
Reverse thrust lb 12,300 12,300 12.300

D-T lb 35,240 35,51'0 13,410

ft 90 90 240

(v) 50 kt to rest

At 35 kt
Aerodynamic drag lb 440 380 260
Momentum drag lb - 250 250
Braking force 22,500 22,500 -
Reverse thrust - -

D-T lb 22,940 23,130 10.510

a ft 290 290 640

Total ground roll distance ft 1,940 2,070 2,570
Al borne distances ft 928 928 928
Total distance from 50 ft ft 2,868 2.998 3.498

Energy absorption distribution:

Aerodynamic drag Airborne 5.80 5.80 5.80
ft-lb x 10-6 (i) 1.77 1.63 1.63

(i)1.93 1.97 "..97

(iii) 1.12 1.00 1.00
(Iv) 0.08 0.06 0.17

(v) 0.13 0.11 0.17

Momentum drag (1) - 0.17 0.17
(ii) - 0.48 0.48
(iii) - 0.39 0.39
(iv) - 0.04 0.10
(v) - 0.07 0.16

Total 0 1,15 1.30

Wheel and b,7aking drag

( 1i) 0.53 - -
(iil) 0.84 - -
(iv) 1.99 1.,V9
(v) 6.53 6.520-

"Total 9.89 8.52 0
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Air Cushion Air Cushion

_______ Braked Unbraked

Reverse thrust (lit) 9.85 10.59 10.59

-- 6.40
Total 10.96 11.70 19.95

Total ft - lb x 10 31.68 31.94 31,99

Energy of aircraft at approach speed, at screen:

2m

h& + Wv2  () (103.81 x 2.852 6
hxW+ V 000(0"2×282 50) = .31.65 x 106

2g 64.4 _1

Distance is increased from about 3000 to 3500 feet when reverse thrust is used
as a substitute for braking. In this case reverse thrust (which appears to be very
effective on the O-119)absorbs about 2/3 of the total energy.

4. Overwater Takeoff

The central factor in overwater takeoff Is the wave drag at hump speed. This
wave Is caused by the vehicle. As soon as it can climb on to it wave drag decreases
rapidly (sim!larly to planing boats). It is not necessary In theory for the vehicle to
touch the water, the wave being caused by movement of the water depression. Depth of
depression is dlsplacement, or cushion pressure divided by water density. Wave drags,
speeds and displacements are calculated for contrasting configurations Nos. 1 and 3

as follows: (See Reference 6 Figure D-2)

DW 4 C WW w

W Sx1xpW

Configuration 1 3

Cushion area S ft 2  Main 360.5 166.3C

Nooe - 20.8

Cushion length 1 ft Main 33.9 16.9

Nose - 5.15

I.--d lb Main 60.000 53,450
(Section IL.3,d(2)) Nose - 6,550

CuBhur. Pzess'ire lb/ft 2 Wia~n 166.5 37,

Nose - 315
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1 3

Displacement, inchcs 31.9 52

CW Main 0.48 0.65

Nose - 0.75

D lb Main 9,040 42.000

Nose - 19,200

Total 9,040 61,200

D AV 0.1505 1.02w

Vh, ft/sec 23.5 14

The wave causing the drag is driven up before the bow of the vehicle. The theory is
invalid if this bow wave is breaking. The wave will "break", i.e., tumble over at its
crest and form a "white-c-tp" If it becomes very steep. For configuration 3, the cal-
culated wave drag Is probably very pessimistic since a Dw/W in the order of 0.2 will
cause f- sufficiently steep wave for breaking. However, in the case of the short cushion
it Is extremely unlikely that with a displacement of nearly 4 1/2 ft. and such an enor-
mous calculated drag, that any overwater capability is available.

5. Cross-Wind Landing Proflie

The air cushion landing geAr has no side load capability. It behaves like a
freely castering wheel system at all times. Thus, it is possible to make takeoffs and
landings without the necessity for heading along the track.

Ir. cross wind takeoff at maximum thrust any tendency to drift sideways off

the track Is easily countered by yawing through a small angle to provide the necessary

component from the thrust.

Cross wind landings can be made approaching with the wings level and without
kicking for yaw just beiore touchdown. However, during the landing rollout down to
taxi speed, the sideways drift tendency is less obviously controlled and use of forward
thrust is not acceptable. Reverse thrust is a-vailable, however and the following is a
natural control sequence for use In cross wind landing rollout:

(a) Touchdown heading into relative wind. (Yawed off the track, nose toward
the direction from which the wind is coming). After touchdown increase
tiis Yaw angle off irack Io provide bj(,iy side force balancing decelerating
aerodynamic drag components3 normal to track, preparatory to reverse
thruot application.

(b) Yaw out of wind to head toward track (possibly by using cushion brakes)
continuing the yaw to ihead off track away from the w!nd as reverse thrust
is applied. Reverse thrust component then balances body sideload doe to
sideslip as well as decelerating drag compoi ent.
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The forces involved are illustrated in the diagrams in : igure 56 (a) and (0).
Unfortunately, no side load due to sideslip data for the C-11P I. €vsloablc Y, ........
in axial and lateral body forces must therefore be estimated. Figure 57 reproduces
some typical ACV force variations with sideslip angle. This type of variation Is assumed
in the preser.t Instance, the lateral force being assumed to reach a coefficient Cv of
1.0 at 900 based on body side ar:.a* (correspoudingiv the value used in Section lI.5.a
(3) (b) and the axial force decaying with angle from the total level attitude in the
landing configuration. The momentum drag will be assumied to vary with V for sim-
plicity, introducing a very small error. This CD is the same as that used in the take-
off calculation, plus the incremental drag for landing flap:

CD = D/Sq = 2523/(1447 x 13.65)

- 0.128

ACD flap - 0.026

0.154

The assumed coefficients are plotted In Figure 58 based on wing area. (Body side
area/wing area = 470/1447 = 0.325).

Maximun reverse thrust is given in Reference 2 Figure 129. It is plotted versus speed
as a coefficient referred to wing area in Figure 59.

In Figure 56

X C xSq + TR

Y=C Sq

Resolving laterally and reducing to coefficients

(C + C T) sin4' Cy cos q/

Also V ' =tan -
W G

V w/ (4,in(4/-/)w V
Values of 4, and )9 were obtained by solving these equations for a range of ground speeds
and the results are plotted in Figure 60 as yaw angle against speed. Relative wind heading
is also shown to Illustrate sideslip angle, the difference between this and the aircraft
heading. After release of reverse thrust and brakes for taxi the aircraft is turned into
wind and fotward thrust applied for control. To remain stationary without brakes on it
Is of course necfessary to head Into wind and apply some thrust.

, It Is assumed that the aircraft less tail has neutral directional stability. Therefore,
the total tail load is zero for all sideslip angles.
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-*--- Wind DirectionI

(a) Sidesirping into /

Wind (Zero Thrust)
/

V, Relative Air Speed - -"- 13 , Ground Speed

V W Wind Speed

(b) Sideslipping out of

Wind With (Reverse

Thrust) Y--

~-Wind Direction

X\
V, Relative Air Speed d ,

/\
j.• -' • VGGround Speed

VW. Wind Speed

Figure 56. Ground Roll Attitude
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Figure 57. Typical ACV Sideslip Data
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Based on Wing Area (1447 ft2
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Figure 58. C-119 Sideslip Coefficients
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3.0

Total maximum reverse thrus
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wing area and free stream_
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Figure 59. C-119 Reverse Thrust Coefficient
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Figure 60. Crosswind Landing Yaw Angles
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It is ,,.ipectad that susbion braking will be designed to provide some directional
itability. ;t will also bx noted that brakes do not provide side forc'e.

Other means of control, spich as the appllkation of cushion momentum to pro-
vide satte forc'e either dirco!y or by. rolling the aircraft slightly and the Influence of
aerodynamic wirg lift due to roll have not been studied. The natural tendency is to roll
In'.o wind, bringing these forces into play.
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Hlu. WIND TUNNEL MODFIL TESTS AND 1L1ANLYS"E

A. MVODEL DESCRIPTIC/N

Figure ro1 is an assembly drawing of the wind tunnel model. Thc model itself is
made of fiberglass and wood; the wing, flaps, each tail boom and f in, the horizontal

stabilizer, elevator and fuselage being separate components.I
The fuselage is made in two pieces, an upper and lower fiberglass shell which

nest together. The air cushion trunk is mounted to the lower shell which Is easily
removable as a unit. An air plenum chamber is mounted in the upper shell, sealing
against the lower shell on assembly. Thia plenum has a hollow ball joint miountcd at
the top forming an air sea). The male portion Js pinned to the female orining a pitch
pivot. A two-inch Inside diameter ball bushing is fixed inside thf- male portion and
thsrough this the hollow mounting shaft sliders so that the niodel is free to rise arnd fall.
The mounting shaft is fixed at its top end to a six-component strain gage balance on
the end of the tunnel attng. High pressure air If3 piped to the model1 from an external
sotrce in it 0.5 inch steel ldi< mount-d beneath the uting. This pipc Is Coiled abouit a
longitudinal axis so as not to introduce additional stiffness into thLe drag balance. It Is
then connected across the balance into the mounting shaft with a rigid connection. The
maountin,,, shaft has a cap on Itrs lower end which Incorporates radial holes feedi ig air
to the model pienum. The; cap alo'i Ecurves aiu a bottom titop fjo that the modelI can be
raised from the ground (air off) by elevating the tsting. The top stop, against which tile
model rests when the lift inj greater than the woight, isi a pin through thu mounting
shaft.

A 24-volt electric muotor is mounted forward inside the fuselage, and control
wiresq run primi ths. al" ou %v is O rf.-str of thec upiper tihell to czn
flout to lugti above a:id btiow the elevator. This providw-, remote c;ontrol of elevator

position.

Itotury potentilometc;rti are fit~cl to thc pitch pivot tuid ule~vator drive motuor shaft
In ordur ti. nwitisurc angle of attack andi elevator anigle. A 10-bich linecar potentiowvtcte
Iv~ clumped t, the in-miilng shaft for it ri.ctord of height. Motor control and potentio-
victer wirliog ais wel! ian tunk mid cunhioni p~rCRUuLC tap tub-iny tire led out through the
uppor bholl, filed to the mounting shaft Waring and theici louped iucrouh thie balunct: In -

Tlwo lowfir futioligo shtil cis wei-C availablue for the tukitt iuid a~rc Iiiterchaugoeable.
An olia~tic trtuik wati attitched to the GraIt coutflgurtuutiw and the other threv cotifigmitr-
tiona which were hll Inelastic wore attriuhed Lo the (Ahui (flU. 11. bI shuwn (inamiutt4SOlmld
frnin the nmodul in Ftguru 62. It hu Uaath buxlc linalubstiu couafigura'.1un IiLtfclWio.
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B. TRUNK CONFIGURATIONS

1. Eletic Trnmk

The elastic trunk and the first inelastic trunk gimulated thc b isic configura-
tions. The elastic trunk was madc from a single ply materialrubber/stretch-ny!on.
The distributed jet was introduced by sttchh.g closely spaced holes with a blunt needle.
Because of the small scale and the material available it was not possible to simulate

the trunk pressure. The air flow was small.

2. Inelastic Basic Trunk

The inelastic basic trunk was made from a lightweight nyle-i/hypalon. Using
a plaster mold of the inflated shape, a pattern of pieces was cut from the flat sheet and

bonded to each other on the mold. The jet pattern was then introduced by hand, using a
hole punch. Figure 63 is a photograph of this configuration in the tunnel. Seven rows
of jet holes were cut using 1/8 iach diameter spaced apart 3/8 inch. At the ends the

spacing was maintained on the ground tangent. This hole pattern provided a gross
nozzle area sufficient to simulate the T58 auxiliary power scheme flow using 450 jets
as follows:

Net full scale area = 7.0 ft 2

Discharge coefficient = 0.62
(using average pressure
ratio Pabs /pCabs and
PJabs/POabs)

Jet angle correction factor = 1.707

Gross full scale nozzle area = 7.0 x 1.707/0.62 19.25 ft2

Gross model scale nozzle = 19.2b/144 ft 2

area = 19.25 in.2

Therefore, 1580 1/8 inch holes are required.

Air flow was measured for the tunnel test. Air flow rather than area is the
factor of importance.

G ~r co ae fi ,11 Eca.'o i r. !lc.- , 41 3 50 1 70 . 555 5Ar, - 40f

Model scale air flow will be greater than the similarity scaling (to the power of 2.5)

because the model is much heavier than the similarity weight. Hence, air flow is ob-

tained from model scale Pc using

Q 2  
- 1.22, for pc/P = 0,5
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i t~his cane. p. nn •ze t,• °- LU . IIUIU UVU.
Therefore

7.0 x 1.707 /•-
Q Q-1.22 x .144 x 29vr

for a model weight of 95 pounds:
_95 x 1442

PC 0. 14 38 !b/ft2

Hence Q 18.05 ft 3 /sec

= 1.38 lb/sec

At p/P= 0.5 the total model air flow in the tunnel was found to be slightly
in excess of 1.5 ib./sec. Unfortunately, the leak flow w&-s considerable, both through the

ball Joint and beneath the model plenum so that air flow could not be determined
accurately. In rims 2, 3 and 11 total air flow was reduced ta approximately 1.25 lb/sec.
Little difference in performance could be observed.

3. Half Length Cushion with Nose Plenum

The half-length main cushion ccnfiguration was made in a similar fashion.
The same Pc//P is required and hence the same nondimensional flow factor applies.
This can be written, for effective gap g, as

2Q = 0.0283g=1.22e P C /PC'

Comparing the two configurations from Section 1-C and using the lower jet
height for convenience,

FuLl Length Half Lengthi

Q 1780 1800

Pc 166.5 321

c 80.8 46.9

C 1042 840

Q/c . -c 1.7 2.14

g 0.57 in. 0.72 in.

Thus a 25% increase in the nozzle area per foot is required. The hole size was kept

the same and the spacing reduced slightly to accomplish this.
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The nose plenum was made from a sheet of the same material. A cane ang;e
c' 60 was found satisfacicry. The plenum is rather tall. Initially this gave some
trouble 3ince it could not be relied upon to erect. This was overcome by introducing
a plate beneath the plenum supply hole to spread the flow radially as shown below:

Flow

Lower Sheii

Spacer

Plenum Chamber

The depth of the spacers was calculated to pass the required flow assuming Pj 1.2p c .

4. Three-Plenum Configuration

In this configuration the oame nose plenum was retained but the main cushion
was provided by a pair of circular plenum chambers, similarly constructed but of maxi-
mum diameter to fit beneath the fuselage. Air su4'ly ports into the three inelastic con-
figurations were arranged as four slots of area 4.25 in. 2 each, and a hole for the nose

plenum feed was blanked using the spreader piate. The slots were positioned to pro-
vide a common main t.runk air suppiy for the other three eonfivurpt.iono 6F4':r ).

SThus, I , the case or the three-plenum eonfiguration, relative air flow between the main
and nose plenums is controlled by the spacer depth at the front. This depth was not
changed for this configuration test.

C. STATIC PITCH AND ROLL STIFFNESS TESTS

All configurations were functioned with the model base floating free on a plat-
form, at the appropriate weight, balance and trunk pressure. Static pitch and roll stiff-
ness was observed and behavior cnmpared. Th., ,lastlc. tUunrk pressure could not be
maintained at the proper level because the material is too stiff for inflation at this
level. It was inflated to the proper size. which required a trunk pressure of 3.5 lb/in.2 .

Thus, at the model p. of 38 lb/ft2 , pc/Pj was 0.075, which is a very stiff bag. It was
very stable in pitch and ro.l and well dminped in roll. Pitch damping was poor, though
to be due to flow attachment at the frort or rear tending to excite t)e model.

Static stiffness measurements were taken from the basic contiguration with the

inelastic trunk. Thl j configuration was also satisfactory, although the pitch damping
war still rather maiginal. The variation of roll stiffness with trunk pressure Is very

noticeable. With a very soft bag the roll oscillation frequency is much reduced and the

model behavior could be called "sloshy". For this reason stiffness meEiurements
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The nose plenum was made from a sheet of the same material. A cone angle
of 6 was found s: tisfactory. The plenum is rather tall. Initially this gave some
trouble since it could not be relied upon to erect. This was overcome by introducing
a plate beneath the plenum supply holE. to spread the flow radially as shown below:

Lower Shell

Spacer

Plenum Chamber

Th. depth of the spacers was calculated to pass the required flow arsuming Pj 1.2 P"J

4. Three-Plenum Configuration

In this configuration the same nose plenum was retained but the main cushion
was t rovided by a pair of circular plenum chambers, similarly constructed but of maxi-
mum diameter to fit beneath the fuselage. Air supply ports into the three inelastic con-
figurations were arranged as four slots of area 4.25 in. 2 each, and a hole for the nose
plenum feed was blanked using the spreader plate. The slots were positioned to pro-
vide a common main trunk air supply for the other three configurations (Fiure 64'.
ihus, in the case el th- thrcc-pleauni conifiguratiun, relative air flow between the main
and nose plenums is controlled by the spacer depth at the front. This depth was not
changed for this configuration test.

C. STATIC PITCH AND ROLL STIFFNESS TESTS

All configurations were functioned with the madel base floating free on a plat-
form', at the appropriate weight, balance and trunk pressure. Static pitch and roll stiff-
ness was observed and behavior compared. Th.. elat-i r, pressure co",Id nrot be
maintained at the proper level because the material is too stiff for inflation at this
level. It was Inflated to the proper size, %,hich required a trunk pressure of 3.5 lb/in.2 .
Thus, at the model p of 38 lb/ft 2., pc/.j was 0.075, v.which is a very stiff bag. It was
very stable in pitch and roll and well damped in roll. Pitch damping was poor, though
to be due to flow attachment at the front or rear tending to excite the model.

Static stiffness measurements wcre taken from the basic configuration with the
Inelastic trunk. This configuration was also satisfactory, although the pitch damping
was still rather marginal. The variation of roll stiffness with trunk pressure is very

noticeable. With a very soft bag the roll oscillation frequency is much reduced and the
model behavior could be called "s;oshy", For Lhis reason stiffness measurements
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wet-( takien tor iieveral values of pe1.Thuse iir- e!wwn Ini Figure 65 ihr wat, it
tojrl1Icylc for the mo-1dc' to Afind a dtiflerviit U-rin [WJint Rt Zoro IhfinomenL oil the 1retlurn
curvu. These imuasurexizeitta were taken witlh an overhead fxI:AiL hiup;'ly 11m: aiid
although th.2 stiffneuti Introduced by It. was Eitall It could accuwit, for the observed
hystcrt.ain. Thc avorapr: rnIl stiffnea~i variation with balg jorctiuri: is shoiow in Figure

*41 which plots roll CPvo.rsus P. /j

Pitch stiffncrjn meaburements were takun fit it basic p/1of 0.5 (Iewith truiik
pressure equal to 76 lh/ft2 ) for a model weight, of V5 potmdli. direct mneasurcint.ra of

*cushion preesure; conflrined that effective cushion area (uwdel woight dividedc by
* cushion pressure) waa in facet aimoA. uxacitly equaul to the predicted 360o 111.2 (3C0 ft 2

full' ncalv). As far as could be- u.icert~alnud at thisI sitiali scale, Jet heigh, wils 0,20

inch average, (P.45 Inch full settle), approxiimately In liric with the predicted value at
50% )#it height. efficiency allowing for jut angle. For analysis; of trkeoff rit stiff-
ness Is required asi a function of weight. Mettsurcmenti; were therefore also tnkn,r
wifli the model weight variable. in practice It idi nut. ;KinsIe to re-lucc the wuo'ght, eo
a variable upload was applied tliough the -nojuei c.g. A pitch axis pivot was intreduced
at this p;LPit and a tcotcr-totte.ý )ever arraingement v'as incrementally lon~ed tit itsi
other enid.

Evidently pitching IDMOment at unmall anglos ect depend importa~ntly on jet height-
The nim-ilated nozzle area corrorpornds 0 the high power level with Rn fallowance for

jet angle. No problvnm were aippitrcnt as a resiult of this higher power level. Hlow-
ever, if pitching moment in found to bc larger it lower power level and )et area thli3
wI~i aff'-'1 -- tation. This was therefore chec'~ed by blar.keting heff thc! nozzle area.
A; no Inner two rowis and theloutor row of nozzle holes were sealed. The Jet height wab
reducud tW approx Imate ly 1/8 inch r.t pc/P -(1 -05. Corupariative runs wert: riade at
thits pe/') J Since the stiffness was found to bc aubstantially wiaffeci-ed, thr,ý variable
weight rnsn were made In this configruration, These roscnlltM ATP R'-nwv in 610r ((
no full ricale, pitchizaK mnonent versus pitch angle. Cross plots of this data are the
essintial information required for analysisi and are shown in Figure 41) (Suction I)

Qualitative observations were made of the other f wo configueationsi. The half -
length main cushion is softer in roll and muchI softer i, pitch (a& would be expected).
The real need for a nose support. for such a configuration cannot Ile decided without
further study, including dynamic. conaiderations. Qualitatively, obeervation oi the
model Indicated tha: the nose might bob right down to the grcund ats a result. of fsevere
vitch diaturban.er. L,!'ch aH uho brak-Lig. 'Ile thrue-pivnum configuratbon wau
rather unwatIsfactory; It wile unstable !in roil. Without lateral support~ this leads to
awmebome dynamic behauviur in which the pienums partially col1ipue and iclnflat~e as
roll angle changes and violent random exe.uuisons in h,ýave and roll continue The
configuration was tested In the wind twinel to vestublish kbus~c feasibility and when fixed
in roil, the behavior was quite Patisfactory.
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D. WINrD TUNNEL TEST METHOD

Takeoff runs were made at different speed', for 'wo flap angles and two longi-
tudilal c.-; positions. The basic Inelastic trunk was tested for ali combinations of flap
and c.g The alternative configurations were compared f-) selected conditions only in
order to conserve tunnel time.

At the sU.;rt of a run the sting was lowered until the model Ji resting, on the
ground belt (Figure 63). There Is no lift on the balance then, until the model reaches
the up stop, except for friction transmitted through the ball bushing. Model air is
tuered on, inflnting the trunk and lifting the model onto the air cushion. The ground
bolt In started. As belt speed Is increowedtunnel air Is turned on and belt andttunnel are
brought up to the predetermined takeoff seed. Eloevator angle Is then increased In
Increments. At each angle as the model iotates and leaves the ground trim measure-
ments are taken, as an average of 10 data points In a one-aacond time period. Due to
uneteadiaeas in the air flow and friction in the vertical slide, the model experienced
random oscillationui In pitch and heave. Pitch angle varia'Ions of 1 to 2 degrees were
e6timated.

To land, a uose-up attitude was maintained and tunnel and belt speeds were, re-
duceod together. As lift was reduced and aerodynamic lift decreased the model sank

back on the ground and the elevator was then moved down to lower the nose in a simu-
lutod 1anrdlng. ILnattantaneo|nn readingH of tunnel velocity as well as other parameters
were recorded. The periormance was evidently satisfactory and some of the landings
were made at large anigles of attack involving maximum contact at the rear of the air
bug.

•. 8IMILARI'PTY CO,4f1VIWEIATION

A . G VJJLAVL1-Y

The model i)Ivot i placed at the 20'/ chord station and is 45 Inchcs (full
Scale) above the thrust line (fcie Figure 46). The model is ballasted with nose weights
so thrt Ihe c.g. in elther at 20% or 30% MAC, covering the range (Reference 2). The
vertlcal c.g. position on the iha.dcl correpl)onda with the lower (or loaded) e.g. positions
of the aircraft which arc desinated 3 and 4. The mode! (id not incorporate means for

limuulating the high e.g.

Jince the nmodcl is on a vertical slide it is easily seen that the only load
alipllod lo it through the pitch pivot is a thrust equal and opposite to the total drag,
The validity of the simulation can bet. W.M seen by comparing the tall load with the a!r-
oranit on wheelp woumi(ed In this way with the tall load in actual takeoff evaluated In
Wicdovi I-F. 11hus (from 11-F.3)

GbG i 1.Iq 3320 x 46- 20,500x 18

AI1 ,' -252. lb
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decreasing the tail load required for rotation (4,100 lb) by 6,% in this case. Evidently

if the aircraft is considered at a high e.g. the model is simulating something more
difficult since the thrust moment is nose-up on a 9 inch arm while the model mcmen.

is nose-dewn en a 36 inch arm. Iii this cas2

ALT = +458lb l

It is ccLr that as far as tail load is considered the compromise is acceptable. The
model simulation is close to the worst condition.

2. Pressure and Force Relationships

The model is not dynamically similar so that transient motions are not re-

presentative. For true dynamic similarity weight varies as scale cubed (60,000 lb

37 lb 1/12 scale) and moments of Inertia must be ccrrect so that mass distribution

must be carefully controlled.

To conserve cost and also to increase force level and Reynolds Number,
no attempt was made to achieve dynamic similarity. However, this involves no com-

promise of trim conditions (moments, attitudes and angles) which are in correct

relationship.

The criterion for maximum model weight is maximum tunnel q, which is 12

lb/ft2 . A mod-l weight of 95 pounds (forward c.g.) was used, allowing a satisfactory

margin, the highest tunnel q used being 10.4 lb/ft2 . The weight of the model is sup-

ported either by the air cushion or by the wings. Thus, cushion pressure and wing lift

are higher in the same proportion as weight and since lift coefficient depends or, angle-

of-attack the ratio of cushion pressure, jet pressure etc. tv free stream dynamic head

is also the same. ',ihus, the air cushion steady state aerodynamics are unaffected.

Ancle-of-atts'nk de-unds ^-nelevte-r angl Une~ndnl I~ i-- - a- l'a
angle to trim cushion moment as well as aircraft moment is correct.

F. MODEL LIFT AND DRAG CHARACTERISTICS

1. Aerodynamic Lift

The recorded model lift characterisLics are shown in Figure 67. These were

measured with the wing approximately 50 inches from the growid plane. The wing span

js 109.25 inches. As would be expected the stall peaks occur at lower maximum lift

coefficient than full scale. However, the indicated lift curve slope is exceedingly l,4w

for a wing of aspect ratio 8.5. This discrepancy is hardly reasonable. On the other

hand It is quite possible that an error in angle-of-attack is responsible. Angle-of-

attack is measured by a rotary potentiometer in the model. This instrument gave

trouble in the early runs, levding weight to an assumption of calibration error.
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Figure 68 is a comparison of Wlet curves in the takeoff configuration;
measured lift is compared with Reference 2 data (Tc = 0 and T. = 0.64). A model lift
curve adjucted to the same slop-_ as the corresponding full scale value ib alu !shown.
Aircraft lift off at maximum power at 1.2 VS1 occurs at CL = 1.46 at U T L = 6.2
degrees. The mnodel was lifted off closer to Its stalling angle (doeig to 1.06 VSr) but at
a lower a TL; about 1i lower according to the recorded .ata but 2.8° lower if the
adjusted data is uses.

At worst, this means that takeoff has only been verified at a higher opeed
than 1.2 VSI; in fact at i10 ft/sec instead of 153 ft/sec. At the higher speed no greater
0 TL angle than 3.250 would be required for liftoff full scale. The speed itself is sat-
isfactory (see Figure 54). Ho\ -ever, it will be shown that a favorable situation with
regard to elevator angle to trim exists. furthermore, no significant discontinuity in
elevator angle or drag can be discerned. Thus, considered in conjunction with the
rotation analysis in Section 1-F, it is probable that no problem exicts at any practical
takeoff speed.

With hindsight it is clear that a more ideal tcst procedure would have
iii.Aluded runs with variable wing to fuselage incidence angle. However, this feature
was not incorporated in the model and in fact, due to the method of manufacture, the
design washout (1* root to tip) was not realized in practice, so that at a TL ' 0 the lift
coefficient was greater than it should have been (Figure 68).

Figure 69 is a similar comparison of landing lift curves. At 1.15 V5 0 , final
approach CL ts 1.28 which occurs at a TL = 6.50. The model was let down at at least
this high an anglo on occasion in configurations I or 2. (Full length main cushion.)
This can be seen from the movie records that were made.

2. Air Cushion lMiomentum Lift

in rur, 13 cushion p /I' = 0 5 was set up with tuLwel air and belt both oft.
The sting was then raised in small incromnems, increasing ground clearance; and
cushion lift was recorded. This data !.s shown in Figure 70. The lift to jet height
variation found If) compared with the theoretical variation taken fromu Figure 261 usirng
the estimated static jet height of 2.60 inches i.3 a starting point. Groat% cunhion
monmntuim was calculated to be approximately 10 pounds. No lift at nal wanS obferved
in free air, the auction genurtited In the air cushion cavity and on the trunk surfa.•.
amongst the jet nozzles being sul'Icient to cancel this. At a critical height betWccn 2(
and 30 inchen fu!l scale there was actually mol'n,_ ML ,_,'..Th-. Rlw . T!.... !.e. ..ught I.=. .U.

likely to persist with forward saeed, but In the ata.: condition III npl~arently worth
about 8000 lb F.B.

3. Drag ii Takeoff suid lzAdlrg

3mall dlfferunces In rneasu.rod drag at this stcale itd Iteynohldi Numbe'r are
considered dubious. Comparluons bvmweon auc ossive runs or cuvitcifc,t8t dote, v'ined

frum test at different q values are therefure avoJdtv.1.
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The drag in the takeoff ground roll was detervilned from a run with q
variable in configuration 2 (IRim 12). This data iE sb,.•w' in Figure 71 as a plot of CD
versus Reynolds number. A smooth variation of CD with q was fouad, the coefficient
decre-sing as q increased. The reduction in drag coefficient was greater than would
be expected from Reynolds number variation. In Figure 71 the data is compared with
values determined from Reference 2. A typical Reynolds number variation is drawn
through these latter values

The variation of drag through the takeoff rotation is typically illustrated by
Figure 72. The position marked "free from ground" is drawn b:-tween two points having
jet heights of 0.6 and 4.5 inches at ihe longitudinal e.g. position. The absence of any
drag discontinuity due to bag drag at any angle-of-attack is not~able. In the first instance
the ground belt was brought up to speed before the tunnel air was turned on. No drag at
all could be detected in configuration No. 2. It is evident that this zero friction condi--
tion was maintained through the takeoff rotation, duplicating the "air-lubrication" found
in static tests.

However, in the case of configuration No. 1, the elastic trunk, a friction drag
due to contact did occur. The force level was again carefuiy observed as the belt was
started and was found to be three pounds, It was invariant with belt speed but decreases
wits tunnel speed as would be expected. This is a friction coefficient, pL , of about
0.03. A takeoff and landing including a high angle approach was successfully done.
Subsequent inspection of the trunk showed some wear in three local areas; on either
side at the rear and on one side in the center. This was due to imperfc-ct "tailoring"
of the trunk and the failure of the tiny jets to maintain air lubrication against the belt
porosity.

4. Frcc Air Drag of Inflfated Air Cushion

A continuous rtm at tunnel q = 10.3 lb/ft2 was made to determine the drag
increment at the inflated air cushion. Air to the cushion was turped off midway through
the run to deflate the elastic trunk. This is shown in Figure 73. A ldrag increment of
the same magnitude as the wheel gear Is Wi'lcated. A wheel gear drag coefficient
increment of 0.0173 is quoted In litference 2

G. MODEL PITCHING TRIM

1. Gromid Effect Pitching Moment

The .'ost significant feature of model 6chavlor •ound Inl the tests was its
stable height behavior. It was easily trimmed to ride in the middle of the vertical
slide, balanced by the total grouid effect. For this stable behavior the slope of th0
curve of height versus lift (or trimmed anglc-cf-attuck) must be negative, elevator angle
f"x•d. The u(Iect ia well shown by Lh dLata of Rui 11 shown in Figs're 74 in which the
model was landed with els.ttr angle fixed, redu•cing tunnel q. As the aircraft all-
proaches thdf ground, angle-of-attack initially Increases. The three upp.r poInto are
part of a curve having the above negative sloIp. Clearly thls characterintics produces
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az automatic flare-out in !anding, followed by a nose-down pitch as the rear of cushion
mak;b contact. This could be observed in the tunnel.

2. Elevator Angle to Trim

-a. Comparison of Takeoff with Free Air (Out of Ground Effect)

An increased nose-up moment a& the ground is approached indicates
that less up-clevatur will be required at lift-off and beyord tMan in free air. At the
same time close to the ground the elevator becomes less effective in causing pitch

change. These effects are well illustrated by Figure 75 which shows how the curvature
of the elevator to trim versus a TL curve is opposite to free aMr near the ground, in
Vic region near a TL = 0' In this figure elevator to tr~m flaps 20 , Is less than to trim
to the same a TL flaps UP In free air for all values. The free air run was made
approximately 36 rnche- from the ground whereas in the takeoff run the model reached

a unmimut base height of B-3/4 inches.

b. Elevator Angle to Tr•m in Free Air

Elevator angle to trim shown In Figure 75 is repeated in Figure 76 for
comparison with deflated bag trim and aircraft data from Reference 2. The inflated
bag pltchIng momont In seen to require up to 2-1,'2 degrees additioital up-elevator to
trim. Tho Reference 2 data shows generally much less elevator angle required. This
Js because of an error In model manufacture which resulted in the tallplane incidence
being met at 2.3 degrees posiltve to the thrust line instead of 1.5 degrees negative
Thus all elevator angles determined in the tLsts are 5 to 10 degrees larger in the up
(-vc) r,unae thani arc really required. Despite this the required elevator angles do not
appr',jch the maximum available 8 which is -.24

3. Mlevator Angles to Takeoff

Takeoff proylre are compared in. Figure 77 are the 77 gives
olovator angles vorsue base height for the two basic configurations - elaslic arid in-
elastic. Satisfactory agreeenict 1ti shown. Figure 78 compares the 1/2 Iecngth cushicn

wii Ux basic vursion, andl Indicates the expcted lower elevator angle required.

4. Elevator Power

Finally lI'Iguro 71U plots pitching moment coefficient versus elevator angle
frow runs at four q levels and elevator angles with the model fixed in pitch. Thu
elevator angle to trim to C - 0 han no significance because the pitching moment con-
taln• a large drag wuinmu,,tt'ue to the offset of the model below the bulance center.
'1ix slope Cub of 0U.17ý01 pier degree is In reriuinable agreement with [-foerence 2

data fezM which a value of 0.019 Imr degree Is derlived,
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Figure 76. L.ievat'or to Trim in Free A~r
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IV. WING FI )AT MODEL TEITS AND ANALYSIS

A. MODEL AND RIC VESCHIPTION

Figure 80 !s aP assembly drawing of the wing float model. The model base con-
Rists of u fiberglass shell with plywood ribe to which the rubber trunk sheet if attached.
The bo'x crous--section is constant along ita length and flat on the hottom. In.plan. the
onde gre radiuseJ to match the trunk design. The trunk attachrncnt Is 11 Inches up the
side-walls from the base In the center at the outside. The trunk is a single sheet of
two-ply rtylon stretch fabric with a nat'xal rubber core and neoprene coating. The
trunk is perforated around the area of ground contact. Two patterns were tested; a
basic paftern, and one with approximately 200 additional 5/16 inch diameter holes
distribuited mainly around the ends. The trunk Is mounted cn the baoe with the stretch
axis hrranged transversely. The center restraint is a thick light alloy plate with
radiused ends attached on the outside of the trunk sheet by three through-bolts. The
model Is powered by a backward-curved centrifugal fan of welded aluminum construction.
The maximun speed of the fan is 9,820 rpm. The fan Is driven by a hydraulic motor
through pulleys and yee belts. The reduction ratio Is 3.22:1, giving a maximm n motor
speed of 3050 rpm. The fan unit Is mounted on a welded alumtium transition duct which
bifurcates the flow Into two rectangular trunk entry ports, one on each side of the bottom
plate.

The unit Is mounted on the end of the whirling arm by parallel links. These links
allow freedom to move vertically but provide restraint in pitch, yaw, roll, and the radial
direction. The wh'irlirg armh, which has a 15-foot radius, Is driven by a tyred wheel
powered by an hydraulic motor. The hydlraulic motors driving the fan and wheel have
a common supply which is controlled remotely, and fed via kwivel joints at the center
of the arm. The hydi tulle motor driving the fan Is connected to the arm wito flexible
hoses, supported on the parallel links. An electrically operated isolating valve cont ols
the power delivered to the drive wheel and hence the speed. The model and rig are
shown in Figures 6 and 7.

B. TEST OUTLINE

The stat!e characteristics of the model were found by varying the weight of the
rig and fan R-d, anl(d m=c urig the h"iught ani pressures obtained In the o,-unk (Pj)
and the cushion (p.). Two types of dynamki tc•,ts were run. The fifst, a qualitative
test, was to evaluate the performance of th., trurk at forward speed. The rig was
driven over a series pf obstacles at a range of ip: eds. The set-ou, series of dynamic
teast was to evaluate the effects of vertical motion. For these tests the model was
released from preset heights and continuous records taken of height, pressure, and
vertical acceleratlo. Theme tests were conducted for a range of heights (and hence
aink rates), weights, fan peeds, ard the two Jet patterns.
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C. TEST RE3ULTS AND ANALYSI

1. Staic Iuflation Charactertottce

The vnrlation of inflation and cushion presures are shown for a range of
motor speeds in Figu? L 81. Messure-atehta were taken at three rig weights. Figure 82
Is a similar plot for the second canfigrrr•on aL a representative scale weight. The
mr.del It to a nominal 1/3 ecale, but cý reduced length. The corresponding valuas uf
the main parameters are tabulated in Figure 83.

2. Powering

An assAssmant of the power leve) simulattd for the full scale landing gear
-may bn made uits[g the above scale foc.ors and the hydraulic motor periormance curves
shown in Figure 84. fiydraullc Input Pressure was recorded for a range of rpm. Siree
the motor is a fixed displace,'nont type (constant flow), the power absorbed at consit'nt
rpir. varies ,vith pressur2. Aosuming that the motor efficiency does not vEry with
previtire the output pc~wLr itne for 3000 psi may be factored by the measured hydraulic
pressure drcp acroev the rotor divided by 300C to find the fan Input power. The input
pawer absorbed by the model far- determined in this way is shown in Figure 84.

In Initial cplibrations cf fan flow and pressure the model fan efficiency was
determined to be approximately 0.63, well below a realistic full scale vilue In order
to relate the Input power to the full scale brake horsepower required to produ,'e equiv-
alent performance In the modol configuration (without slant jets), the model input power
la factored by 0.65/0.85. Tebt conditions are thus related to full scale brake horse-
power as follows, itwng the relationships In Figure 83.

Configuration 1 Configuration 2

Operaling rpm 2800 2050

Mcdel fan input povwer 19.25 2I

Factored power bhp 14.7 18.35

Full Sale Power bhp 1280 1590

Nozzle area 2n. 81.5 96.9

,. Static Heave Stiffness

Static heave stiffness was measured by loading the model to & maximurn
practical weight of 1300 pounds (850 pounds in shot bagp). The results of this test are

shown in Figure 86.
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N~orninal FUll Actual

CushloZA Pressure 1/3 65i.6 pal 167 pal 11/3

'zujik l'resuruot 1/3 111 paf 333 pol 1/3

l1'rosuurt, Ustao 1/1 0.5 0.5 1/1

Weight 1/2~7 895 lb 60,00Q lb 1/67

C~u~hion Arook 1/9 ICAJ ft 2  360 ft1  1/22.3

Pe~rimxact 1/3 14A4 ft 80.8 ft 1/5.0

Width 1/3 40 In. 138 In. 1/3

Lungffi 1/3 60.4 In. 404 In. 1/U. 7

1'(iW0C 1 /40.7 14.7 hp 1280 '11) 1/47

Thou, stoual~a ucila factor refers to goomnotric Wairiarity toJ the full uJClke uhh~oLI In
all rteiipctmet. T'o obtain the jWwor nealo factor. tho nomainal scalei fector of (1 / 3 )J.
wanluto d fattWty tho ratio of porlitot~r ecalo facloru,this boinu the eni"" -tmn.b

p.WkU*rwvuz IiSU( did nol. corrvapwd Lu the nommuln scalu faotor.
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C, nfiguration No. 2
Motor Speed 2,950 rpm

1500

Weightlb. .. •

l•oopo•
'1'. . -Stiffness at Teet Weight of 895 Ib:

6,030 lb/ft

o00

'V.{

0 10 11
Hard Sructure Clearance - Inches

Figure 85. Heave Stiffness Measurement
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4. Whirling Tests

The rig was driven at a range ot speeds up to approximately 25 ft/sec ver

a serics uf obstacles generally without contacting the hard structure. The obstacles

Included:

(1) Hard conical mounds 5.5 and 7.5 inches high and two and
three feet in diameter, respectively. These were arranged
in various patterns relative to the path of the model (Figure
86). The object of these obstacles was to investigate the

trunk response tu abrupt surface undulations.

(2) A soft foam pad, nine Inches ihick, preceded and foilowed
by gradual wooden ramps. This represents a very soft
terrain such as mud or bog (Figure 87).

(3) A two-inch thick fiber mat to simulate a -oarse grass

surface. Some of the hard mounds were also positioned
beneath the mat to resemble bumpy ground (Figure 88).

The fiber mat is a surface of large leak capacity and at the

same time high friction coefficient. It cart therefore be ex-
pected to reduce cushion pressu,.e and cause drag.

(4) Transverse bars 2.5 inches by 4 inches and 3.5 inches by
4 Inches. This wall type obstacle provides f( r the maxi-

mum trunk impact, at the front.

(5) A three inch by three Inch transverse channel.

The remainder of the circt:it between the obstacles is smooth sealed concrete.

The majority of thes.ý tests were conducted at a model welght o1 895
pounds, a fan motor speed of 2.950 rpm. and with the eecor.nd hole pattern. Both
eloseup photographb from a camera rotaLing with the arm and distawt shots were

taken. The model negotiates all the obstacles satisfactorily with no noticeable

deceleration except at very low speeds. Some pitching occura In response to the ob-

structiona, paL'tlvularly the higher wall. The model could become hung up on this

wall if stopped on It and would require considerable force to move; in the order of a

D/W = 0.25 to 0.3. At about five ft/sec it would crous satisfactorily with drive whecl
on and providing T/W = 0.08.

A Dn/W of approxima.-1y 0.01 was ex•,erienced over the concrete surface.

It is notable th t the trunk inflated shape was imperfect, due to the material being

substantially below full stretch for the two-ply used at pc/Pj J- 0.5.

D/W was also measured statically on the mat, in both jet pattern, coofigura-

tions at 2750 rpm. In the first, a value of approximately 0.1 was found; in the second,
approximately 0.675. The reduction was caused by the increased flow tending to over-

come the mat porosity.
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In relation to these measurements it is important to state that the imper-
fect hole pattern on this model led to considerable flow wastage. Far too much flow
was exhausted outside the ground t.-ageat.

On one occasion, at ,pe'd, tae pitching of the model coming off the mat
(with bumps placed ceue-rally) wts suzh a, to cause the nose to dip to the maximum
just as the model reached the lkr8a cone. The front of the model base collided with
the top of the cone cutting a five inch gash In the trt',k which opened to an oval hole.
Model performance wan not sigrafL,.anty affected ana the damage was not observ.'d
until another circuit had beers cn-ý,pleted.

S. Drop Tests

For drop tests, the model was mounted on long links on the end of the arm,
hoisted above the ground to a given height with the fan running. It was released
from suc~csasively increasing heights by a quick release hook and cable. The equip-
ment is shown in Figure 89.

Preliminary tests were first conducted for three weights as shown In the
following tabulation. During this initial series, no hard structure contact occurred
and behAvior was satisfactory.

Alodei Cushion Trunk R:iease
Weight Fan Pres~iurc Pc Pressure uj pc/Pj He!ght

(Ib' (rpm) (lb/ft2 ) (lb/ft2 ) (in.)

452 2750 25 98 1.255 15.3
452 2350 21.4 75 0.285 21.7
452 2075 20.3• 61.4 0.330 25.5
668 2180 33.3 70.8 0.471 18.5
668 2725 38.0 9•.- 0.382 25.5
668 2725 38.5 99.0 0.390 32.2
895 2770 51.5 105.5 0.487 18.3

Instrumentation was then added. RecordhWg were taken of drops from
three heights at 895 lb weight and 2770 fan rpm (Figure 9U). The value of peak vertical
acceleration, against hard structure clearance at release is plotted in Figure 91. The
values of nIn-mmztrhard -- Itarxnoe and maximum usink rate against release
height are shown in Figures 92 and 93, respectively. These data apply to the Initial
jet pattern configuration. Similar tests and plots were made with the model after
modification of the trunk and are shown in Figures 94 and 95. rurther analysis of
one of the drop tests in this series is shown in Figure 96. The lift on the model
(vertical acceleration times weight) ii plotted agalnst the hard structure clearance or
base height of the model. The area beneath the curves iv a measure of the work
done or energy absorbed by the trunk/cushion 3ystem. The str-tlc lift against height
curve is also plotted on this same figure, the difference between the two curves de-
noting the rate dependent lift or damping force of the system. It can be u'en in Figure
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!L-rd bructu.e Clearance Weight 895 Ib
; ~at Release

Motor Speed 2779 rpm

1 150 - 50

40
P I/

-30

! I

Iii 20

50 -.

10 .

0i _ _ L._ _ _II _

02 4 6 8 10
Peak Deculerattor -i

7-cl .. e.... I "favei or Wing Lift)

Figu e 91. Decelerations - Conguratlon Ne. I
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Hard Structure Ulearance
at Release

"10 - 60 F

Weight 895 lb

Motor Speed 2770 rpm

40 ' '

100

.30

20

50

10

O5 50
Inchee -Model Scale

0 10 20 30
inches -Fuii Scale

Minimum Hard Structure Clearance

FIgure 92. Clearances - Configuration 1
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s1d-Su•4 U Weiglt 895 lb

Clearance at

Release Motor Speed 2,770 rpm

150 -- 50 -- _______

40

100

1-0
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0 5 10

Model Scale

05 10 15 20
Full Scalik

Figure 93. Sink Rates
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Hard Structure Weight 895 lb
Clearaice at

Release Motor Speed 2,950 rpm i

2,750 rpm +

150 - 50 
+

40

100

0

200

50
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Figure 94. Decelerrtlone - Configuration No. 2
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Weight 891. lb
Hard St ztrw•rite

CleArw; C0 vt Motor Speed 2950 rpm 0
Release 2750 rpm •-

40

Io\°
100

r 30r
30
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97 that the damping force Is not proportional to vertical velocity; L.e., the damping is
not a inuar function of height. The Ideal value cf damping is one that is mvouivalent

to........... d Ing I- a Whatmr syte'n, this is where the motion vwould be non-

oscillatory, or the aircraft would not bounce in a hard landing. For a linear system,

I the damping Is critical if:

c = 9•'

where c is the damping in lb/ft/sec
k Is the stiffness in lb/ft
W is the weight In lb
g is gravity; i.e., '2.2 ft/sec 2

From the static stiffness curve of Figare 85:

k = 6,0801b/ft, whenW = 8951b

Therefore,

c =%/6,080 x 698 411 lb/ft/sec32.2

This critionl value of damping Is shown in Figure 97, where It can be seen to ;e of
the same order as that measured during the drop tests. The trace recording of
vertical motion shown in Figure 90 also shows that there is only a small overshoot
from the static equilibrium condition, allowing considerabit: reserve before contact
of the. hard structure, and only a small residuai oscillation.
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. CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions are drawn trom the preceding work, summarizing the
development statuB ol the air cushion landing gear:

(1) Basic system feasibility Is established. It has been shown that a
flexible retractable structure can be fitted to an aircraft and
powered to form an air cushion. With the air cushion the aircraft
will be friction free over a smooth surface and using an acceptably
low power level it will traverse soft surfaces an, con,.siderable
obstacles with low drag. It has also been shown thx.t an aircraft
can be taken off and landed from this air cushion in the normal
manner. No compromise of normal controls Is required, and the
C-119 is a suitable test aircraft. It has been shown that the air
cushion is e soft landing system, capable of absorbing a very high
sink rate without excessive g and with excellent damPing.

(2) Suitable mithods for the desiLn construction and assembly of a
full scale trunk system have been letermined. The powering ,•ystem
has been Investigated and preseat, no problems in a t est lastalladion.

(3) Design of a cuphlon braking and control system appears c'r-ight-
forward but the required system "as not been developed and no
firm data on its characteristics Is established. Similarly, the re-
lationship between terri1n ;.erformarce and power is not estab-
lished.

(4) It appears that amphibious performance can be provided but capa-
bility over water has not been establish3d.

(5) System total weight is competitive w.th wheel gear.

The advantages claimed for the system have not been diminiEhed by the investi-
gation.
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